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NOTES

THE. RADICAL RIGHTS A FEV» THOUGHTS
.
_
.
The political extremists, like: tne poor, we always have with us. It
would be extremely recxunuaftt- to explain at this point that political
extremists are generally divided into two .groups, the radical, rightr
wing and the radical left-wing, but it would probably be useful as
well as desirable- in beginning this article to make a few compari
sons in order to.categorize the eompenenus of both groups. A great
number of people with little or no c.crrprehensiye knowledge of the .
situation have accepted Jack Paar-s theory that the extreme elements
of both political ."wings" make a fiQl circle and meet somewhere. in
a nameless limbo of opinion, .but a closer examination proves tnis to
be untrue. There are many similarities between.radical groups of।
both philosophies, but these are superficial.at very best. The basic
differences remain these? the radical left-wing is motnaued. cy onger, while the radical right-wing ismotivated by fear; and the. ra
dical left-wing is normally progressive, while the radical right
wing is generally regressive, in the various, opinions,, attitudes,
.
and dogmas common to each.
The first of these differences doesn't
seem particularly noteworthy, since it has. been noted that "anger"
is merely an advanced state of 1■fear"., This is a fine psychological
generalization which-unfortunately has little bearing Ori political
groups of- this nature. The "anger" expressed, by the, far-left isn't
to any great extent a fear of the currant state of . things, but tatn| er the anger of impatience with a Society that; will not accept their

. 'ideals. They do not fear the current situation; they fear only^that it
will always remain unchanged and unchangable. The radical right? on '■'•he
other hand, is motivated by an everyday, garden-variety fear, the tyya• cally reactionary fear of any change in the status quo. ,iney fear ali.
progress on the grounds that any change is necessarily for the worst.
(This type of fear is not uncommon to other groups of people, as foxt
-.
example the populace of Cuba. We were foolish to expect the people.of ,
Cuba to over-throw Fidel Castro when our little army began its so-call
ed ’’invasion". Someone should have realized that whatever Castro’s
faults may be," he has ■improved the lot of the Cuban people immensely
and they.are afraid to risk 'losing what he has given them on merely .
the nromise that they could have more. The conservative attitude i.h
this" country is precisely the same? What's that you say? Our country^
.
would be better off With a progressive school, system? Well, it might bd .
worse, so why don't we. just stick with what we have. We’re surg or this
system.-) .
The second of my twp comparisons is, I believe, irrefutable.
The left-wing wishes to /progress while.;, the right-wing wishes^to either .
regress or at best retain the status quo. This is not to imply that
change must, of necessity be' worthwhile.;, nor is it to imply that what ■
the' Communists conceive of as "progress” would be in the best interests.,
of the American people. But by the.same token, retrogression is-largely
unfavorable to the society as a whole, and it eventually leads to,the
extinction of that society, rlo civilization can long exist without pro
gress.
. , ,
,
.
"
.
There are ■ other interesting.- comparisons one might make in regard
to the individuals forming these groups. Although this generalization,
like many others, contains many exceptions, I think it could be stated
,. that as a general rule the types of people drawn into these groups are
vastly -different:. .liberals are more usually intellectuals, while con
servatives are more .prone -to be."average Joes”. I’m not speaking of
। ” Communists ..in that .generalization, but ratner Of the home-grown liberal
such as is found in fandom. I dislike dealing with generalizations, but
in this particular case I think it is.very important in outlining the
differences between the groups and "the individual components.of those;
groups. The average liberal is open-minded to the extent that he can
see that there are two sides to every question;, he. is in favor of many
changes', but violently opposed to only'a few basic: attitudes* The aver
age conservative., on the other hand, isn' t .very open'-minded at all; his.
thinking is limited by his ever-present narrow-mindedness and .he sees
(or wishes .to see) only one side, to every question;.... he is-in favor of
very little, but opposed ..to an, incredible number of tilings, especially (
those which would’change his world ever so slightly; ;.
...
. .
. .
;
The attitude of
the liberal, in.'short, is. positi ve; the-attitude of the conservative is
negative. As Harry G-olden commented, -the conservatives merely wish to
repeal the twentieth century.
, .
' ; ' ’’ . . .
:
'
■
■
...
. ; ■■ As- a side result of these differences in
intellectuality, the extreme- right has few articulate- speakers Or wri
ters in. comparison with the extreme left. There .are., exceptions, of
course, as there must be to any rule. William $• Buckley, 'editor, of the
National' Review is an extremely articulate - speaker and a'talented, deba
tor. But the generalization nevertheless holds 'true;: 'speakers for. the
far right, more often than not,, are simply-incapable cf-the logical and
reasoned arguments that usually characterize.- the liberal speaker; they
■
elv instead on shouting, rabble-rousing, and rabid emotionalism., .
“
.
■
. .
This

lack of intellectual quality shows as broadly in the tactics of this
groun as it does in the debates. The tactics of the radical right :i.n
general, and of the John Birch Society in particular, are roughly those
of the late, unlamented Joseph McCarthy: the hidden accusation, the_
series of half-truths, guilt-by-association, and the assumption that a
person or persons are guilty until proven innocent, a practice j.n di
rect opposition to the principles of this country. The fact that tne
SOBs (Sons Of Birch) adhere to an unconstitutional idea such as the
latter should be of no great surprise, however5 very nearly everything
they stand for is in direct opposition to the principles upon which
this free country was formed. They are ardently pro-segregation, al
though the constitutional documents which these "patriots’1 allegedly
wish to protect state that all men are created equal and have equal
rights, among these life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;, they
are largely anti-Semitic, in direct opposition to the proposition that
in this country all men have the right to pursue a religion of their
own choosing; they are decidedly against freedom of speech (except for
speakers of their own persuasion), the very basis of this free society.

.

,

<
’

That their tactics are so effective is not a very favorable representa
tion of the intelligence of the great masses comprising the American
public-. The proposition of "guilt-by-association" has been a particu
larly effective weapon for them. Basically, the John Birch Society has
only black and white values; any idea, opinion, or attitude is either
unqualifiably good or unequivocally evil. In their eyes, any idea which
is advocated even mildly by liberals or Communists is, de facto, a Com
munist idea, and any person advocating such an idea i.s also, de facto,
a Communist, and hence a traitor. If you are in favor of integration,
then you are without doubt a Communist o.r Communist sympathizer, since
the Communist Party officially favors integration. If you favor the U
nited Nations, then you are. a Communist and a traitor. (Of course, this
type of thinking is not confined to any one society or group. The edi
torial of the Baltimore News-Post for February .10, 1962, carries a
splendid example.of guilt-by-association. Headed "Sukarno’s Red Soul Is
Showing," the first paragraph reads: "Just in case anyone should be.de
ceived about Indonesian President Sukarno’s professions of 'neutrality’
the Soviet has sooken up to set the record straight. Moscow.has come
out flatly in support of'Sukarno's land grab." The presumption is that
since Russia supported him on one issue, Sukarno must obviously be a
Communist. In actuality, he may or may not be, but the latter is by no
means a logical conclusion of the former in the above-quoted, statement.
It depresses me to think that some tens of thousands of people--lonely,
overworked housewives whose entire vocabulary centers around what will
be served for dinner tonight, junior executives taking time out from ■
washing their spanking new, chrome-bedecked Buicks,or loud, s.emi-literate hack drivers--read this editorial and were firmly convinced that
some proof of President Sukarno’s loyalties had been given.) The fact
that accusations of this sort are effective in the character-assassination of individuals and organizations may serve to explain why my opin
ion of the "masses" is at such a low ebb. This is not an opinion re
stricted only to myself; many of the representatives elected by these
very same people evidently hold an even lower opinion of their mental
capacity, an attitude which has been obvious ever since they attempted
to palm off "Operation Abolition" as truth to the American people...
If the tactics of the John Birch Society and other right-wing.groups
are devious, then the motives are no less suspect. Far too many cther-

wise intelligent people, in an effort to be fair, have praised the pa
triotism- of such incompetents as Robert Welch and Dr. Charles Pavey,
and I have no intention of making the same error. The sole purpose of
the members of the.John Birch Society is to make this world a better
place in which to live for the members of the John Birch Society--ani
to hell with the other 185,000,000 people in this country. They are
dedicated to the proposition that the people are unfit to govern thenselves, and that this function ought to be delegated to someone else—
preferably, of course, to the John. Birch Society.
■
I believe, quite
frankly, that the radical right is more a danger to the freedom of this
country than Communism. The Communist Party and affiliated groups are'a
recognized danger? the John Birch Society and its affiliates are large
ly unrecognized as a danger. Robert Welch and his followers are suppo
sedly concerned with the internal danger of liberalism to this country,
but as far as I am concerned, Robert Welch and friends are the internal
danger. They are working for the abolishment of everything for which
•chis country stands, all wrapped up in, a nice package..labelled • ''antl>
Communism”,
They are so violently anti-Communist that many approach
being outright fascists; they are' so obsessed with hate that they dis
trust everyone and everything!
' .
...
.Patriots? When two Los Angeles ministers
spoke on a panel discussing "The Extreme Right---Threat to Democracy?"
their houses were- bombed. If this is the work of a patriot, I'm certain
I wouldn’ t, care to be- one-. These are Gestapo tactics., not the actions .
Americans.
'
■'
The ranting and railing of the far right reminds me of the :
gentleman who.,, while walking, down the surest, was approached by a dirty
little man who excitedly gestured behind the stroller. "There’s a pick
pocket behind you," he warned, and as the gentleman turned around.to
look, the informer grabbed the wallet from his pocket_ani escaped. If
the American people heed thewarnings.of the radical right and turn a
round to see if the .- Communists are sneaking up behind them, they may
end up with a conservative knife in their collective backs. it isn't
worth it...... . ;
:
.
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Through the courtesy of Len J. Moffatt, paper box salesman and one of
Kippie’s far-flung reporters, I present the following excerpts from a
letter to therLos' -Angeles' Daily Mlrrc^; The .letter was. written by Helen
Urban, a fringe-fan of sorts, and is’directed at statements reportedly
made by Dr. Sidney L. DeLove before an audience of- 150 at a Session of
the Project Alert' Anti-Communism School?.
. . .
.
.
■
.
•

„

'
.

"According to the report’in the Mirror, Dr.•DeLove- recommended that parents • teach their children more religion
’because if you don’t get them by the time they are four'
or five they are lost to religion, and atheism automati
cally leads to Communism. An atheist cannot be a;good A
merican. He can only be tolerant, God is part and parcel
of our American, heritage, and God-fearing men are better
citizens.’
. ...
.:
. • . ■•- '■■/.. ' -•
■
•
"These statements made by Dr. DeLove are.not al1 true
ones. Atheism does not automatically lead to Communism.
Of the many atheists'I know, none are Communists. They
are good Americansk thoughtful citizens who are concerned
'

4

‘

.

for the welfare of all our citizens and the preservation
of our freedoms, and the extension of all freedoms and
civil rights to those who are denied their full use.

"Religious skepticism is as much a part of our American
heritage as religious belief--and a better parti We can
be infinitely more proud of Tom Paine than of Cotton
Mather.

"Atheism in this country and in Europe has a much longer
and vastly more respectable history than Communism. The
rationalist philosophy of atheism was accepted.by Commu
nists; it does not necessarily follow by any circuit of
wishful argument that atheists will automatically ac
cept Communism. Indeed, those rational atheists whom I
know are outspokenly skeptical of the Russian state
religion of Communism J1
--Helen Urban
DEPARTMENT OF CENSORSHIP, PiRT FORTY-SEVEN .
_
z
The response to my article, "Let Freedom Reign," in Hippie #21 was zn- •
teresting (if for no other reason) for its one-sidedness. Both Harry
Warner and Steve Stiles disputed certain portions of that article^and
in doing so brought up some very fine points, but no one contested.to.
any degree the major thesis, of the article; i.e., that censorship is in
all cases morally wrong, despite the petty justifications which are
constantly tendered by its advocates. Of course, one of the.reasons
that this proposition was undisputed may have been because it was so
well hidden. It was the keystone of the article in the rough draft, the
core of all that I said in the second draft, and practically non-exis
tent in the third, and final draft. Whatever took place in between those
final two versions must have been very subtle indeed, for even I, the
author, did not notice this change of theme until too late. It.is with .
some hesitation that.I once again set pen to paper on this subject, for
the suspicion lingers in the back of my mind that the point of the ar
ticle will once again vanish inexplicably somewhere between the time of
writing and the time of finally publishing it.
.
.
Censorship is morally
wrong. There, I’ve done it. I have made an unequivocal, absolutely un
qualified statement, which I am.told is a dangerous position to take.
Nevertheless, I will stand by this dogmatic statement, and i trust that
my confident attitude will.not become offensive. I am positive with e
very fibre of my being that censorship is absolutely wrong, although I
am willing to admit—as I did last issue in answer to Harry Warner-that it is occasionally necessary. This may seem to be a contradiction
at first, but it really isn't. There may be circumstances under which
censorship is necessary to the security and wellbeing of the individu
al, the group, or the government. Under such circumstances, and depend
ing upon' the urgency and importance of the situation, censorship may be
justified on the grounds that it constitutes the lesser evil. However,
the fact that it is the "lesser evil" does not render it less evil than
unnecessary censorship, and in fact there is no difference .between the
two from a moral standpoint, .just as there is no difference between
cold-blooded murder and self-defense from a moral point of view. (Given
that taking a life is morally wrong, then the circumstances under which
the act was committed renders it no less so.)
.
.
There is, of course, this
considerations who is to decide if necessity warrants t.ue use or cen-

censorship in a given instance? Here, I must confess, I am stumped, V-r
entire attitude toward censorship hinges on the belief that no inch:
ual, no organization, no government has the right to decide whau of
individuals may be allowed to know about. By this criterion, there
no one qualified to decide when censorship is or is not necessary.,

‘

der these circumstances it is very easy to fall pre}r to the temptation
to unequivocally condemn all censorship as being unjustified, but r-hi'G
attitude is terribly unrealistic. I don’t believe that even rhe mosc
ardent opponent of censorship would deny the right of a'government to
censor news of the movement of their armies and fleets during warfare.
And yet, how different is this from the high school teacher who decides
that all copies of "198M-" are to be taken from the shelves of the
school and burned? Where are we to draw the line-dividing_justifiable
censorship and that which is not? As you can see, I have in■ this -ai uicle few answers and many questions.-One of these examples of censorship
is necessary, in my opinion, and the other is not, but,I haven’t Roe
slightest idea to whom the power to decide which is which should oe de
legated. The government is no less likely to use that power wrongly
than is the high school teacher.
.
.
.
.
,
The opposite attitude to take is, of
course,- "All censorshin is good, and the censors are intelligent enough
to decide what will offend us." There are few people_who hold this c•oinion, and I’m certain that no one reading this periodical feels this
wav, but it ought to be covered briefly at any rate; I have at least
once heard this attitude seriously expounded.almost to the same, phras
ing I.used. I needn’t concern myself with this matter at any.great
length, since the faults inherent in that statement are readxly .seen-by
any reasonably intelligent reader; ('l)-how do we know that the.censored
material will offend us, - since we haven’t been allowed to see "it so as
to judge; and (2) assuming that the-censors'are currently intelligent
and discriminating enough to operate in our best -inheres -m, what giiarantee have we that they will always remain so? The second pomo is a
■particularly important one. The motives of the censor are normally.unquestionably honorable (if stupidly misconceived), but they are .rawer
prone to a fanaticism peculiar to-their cause and all reason and moder
ation-soon falls by the way side. . 1
,
;
.

Great, masses of readers must.by this time be bored witn rpy preceding
serious sermon on censorship, so let us trip merrily along to some re
cent examnl es of censorship: which' are, to say the very least, highly-■■amusing'. I am told by'Pete Graham, Terry Carr, and other gay, run-loving
chans that I ought to inject a little humor into this -stodgy coxumn in
order to offset the effect Of ten pages of my usual deadly serious mo
nologue. I had considered printing three or four.pages of jokes tromBennett Cerf’s column, but somehow I don’t believe thav was precisely
what.Pete and Terry had in mind. In lieu of-such sophisticated humcr, I
oresent these magnificent examples of incompetence, stiipidipy, ana ■ .
Cross’ ignorance, partly culled from a clipping from the Saturday Review
sent by Betty Kujawa (another of our far-flung reporters)s
_
■
view, Texas, a suburb of Houston, a furor was caused by a book.entitled
"Living Biographies of Great Philosophers". A group of women rivaling
Lucv Van Pelt for conspicuous fussbudgetcry and fuggheaa-edness-xorr.ed a
’ committee to have the book removed from-the library of rhe town-s xizgh

.

,

*

school. The leader of the drive was primarily concerned with the seg
ment of the volume concerning Plato, who, she said, was a student of
Socrates whom the people poisoned "for the ideas he was spreading." She
also reminded the officials of the Channelview library that Plato talk
ed about free love and communal living, and in regard to this she com
mented that, "I can’t help but believe that this is one reason we have
so many sex maniacs walking around." This position was demolished quite
adequately by Marion Bradley in Yandro #96, and rather than repeat it
here, I suggest that any interested party read those comments,
The same
idiotic sort of group was evidently organized in Pontiac, Michigan,
where a group of parents objected to these books which were assigned to
tenth-grade students; "The Scarlet Letter," "The Good Earth," and
"Drums Along the Mohawk." One woman presented her reasons for the ban
ring of the latter volume in this way: "A half-wit servant girl went to
live with an Indian. The girl is punished for her sins, but I think she
wound up well satisfied with the Indian." When I first read this com
ment, I conducted a hasty exploration of my vast store of expletives
and found that none quite satisfactorily described this sort of nrind
which could originate this comment. The only series of words which
seemed at all appropriate was a string that I -confine to use on inani
mate objects, such as my mimeograph (when it doesn’t feed properly) or
my typewriter (when a key sticks).
•
•
'
’ In East Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the
parish school-board organized a committee to screen all books, maga
zines, and films which were ordered for school use. They found objec
tionable The Atlantic Monthly and Saturday Review, among others. And in
Pacific Palisades, California, a student was ordered to take home his ■
copy of "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz" because L. Frank Baum supposedly
had "Communist sympathies."
Are you croggled, Boggs?
DWARFS IN THEM DAYS (A HISTORY OF BALTIMORE FANDOM, 1958-'! 959)
Whenever I receive a letter or telephciie call from Mark Owings, Don
Dohler, Jack Chalker, or any of the ether enthusiastic youngsters of
Baltimore fandom, I begin to feel very old. Occasionally, when I pause .
in my typing or cranking or stapling, I stare off into the distance and
my rheumy eyes cloud -with nostalgia as I remember those long-gone days
of yore. I shake my graying head and end my day-dreaming with a vehe
ment "Fiddlesticksi" but always my memory eventually returns to the
golden age of Baltimore fandom. For you see, I belong to an earlier e-ra. The jolly enthusiasm of this younger generation is nice, I suppose,
but I recall a day when the fans of this city fanned as lazily as a
tired country creek, drifting here and there casually and calmly. That
peaceful atmosphere of procrastination and indecision no longer exists,
and even the fans of that day have changed. In 19559? no one would have',
believed that Ted Pauls was capable of publishing the same title for
two months, much less two years. And who today would believe that Ted
White had a reputation for seriousness rivaling that of a mortician?
Ted today writes columns and editorials which are hardly distinguisha
ble from those of Terry Carr, telling of the fabulous deeds of Pete
Graham, Bhob Stewart, and other New York phenomenon.
.
'
. •
'
Ted wasn’t like ■
that when he was part of the Baltimore Group (referred to as such only
because everyone was too tired to give it an official name), He was Ted
the orator, Ted the quibbler$ legend has it that he once phillibustered
for forty-seven hours concerning a typographical error which appeared
7

’in one of John Magnus’ fanzines. In the two years that I knew him, I
don’t recall Ted ever once using a word of less than five syilaoies.
John Lawrence Magnus was our version of Walter Daugherty. When I first
met him in May of 1953, John was publishing the De Anthplo^gy, end - j-®
call "that at that very first meeting he mentioned having only
more pages to stencil. The last time I spoke with John, was in February
of I960, snd he mentioned in passing that at that time uhe De Ant^ioj.pgjr
lacked only six pages. That, my friends, is the true spirit of Balti
more fandom, and one that i.s sadly lacking today.
■
Sean Hitchcock was a
devoted admirer of the Magnus spirit, a fact that came to mind when I
recalled mentioning to him that if he were to puolish the second isme
of his current fanzine in July of 1958, it would be the fourth anniver
sary issue! Sean later became one of the three Directors of tne Balmmore Basket Weaving and Science Fiction Association, along with Magnus
and myself. The BBWSFA had only three members (including the Director
ate) and though we discussed many times a recruiting drive, no one ever
j’ot around to appointing a committee to take action on tne matter. ■-he
Association quietly folded after holding meetings faithfully for two
years,
(in keeping, we said, with tne relaxed
years, at
at six-monthly
six-montniy intervals
in
nature
of
the
city
fans)
,
and
informal
and x-parties
on axternature of the city fans), cxxxu. ^xvx^. gatherings ---------------------nate leap-year days. An Official Organ was planned and Jeanne Magnu
of f.n
the
was nominated Official
- member nr
Official Editrix,
Editrix although sshe was not a
organization, but few (if any) issues were published.
Marion Oaks (nee
Baltimore before the BBWSFA was formed, but sn^ had seen
Cox) had lef.
—
'
"
>. The bi-weekly meetings were
a mainstay of the original Baltimore^
Group
_
____
7
on
alternate
Sundays,
although many members
'' held at her house-trailer c„ „lt2rnyu;
attended ^official"gatherings every. Sunday and some never attended at
all. Henry Ackerman was invited to join, consented, and proved himself
an invaluable member by attending no meetings, Paying
ducting no correspondence. This annoyed Manon, c.nd af uer. e^.n iOx . -
or so she wrote a letter to Ackerman which she promptly misplaced. MarJon spent much of her time on the Sundays on which there was no offi
cial meeting in writing ^^^rial fpr. a ohe-shot^fanzind phe and hcr.
husband Lew planned to issue, but somehow sne wa* too bu-y pl<.nnmg it
to actually begin production. Some of the material eventually appeared
ta ChiVa, my 0™
of. zhat period, which (predictably) appeared

‘

two months later than I-had planned.
•
.
.
During tins period, Magnus and
■
Hitchcock also planned fanzines which somehow failed to appear.;0n one
particular occasion, they described at length the; onevshey which they
intended', to begin work on uas soon as it’s convenient-, lu was to be
entitled "Jabberwocky," and on the contents-page would appear unis slo
gans ’’Help (Stamp Out Mental Health’1. At _ tedious-length, Se^h ano. John
described, in detail the material which they were composing ±or i-his
Splendid, publication. Queried about.it two. weeks later, neither -remem^,

bered any such plans

Yes, I really miss that era. It simply isn’t the
qame the°e days. Why, just.last month Don Dohler announced an issue of
same tne.e days, my,
actually publish it within a week or so.
Wild and then had th'

I’m an old fan, and tired...
WHITE AND BLACK ATO BKW ALL OVER
.
.
.
■ QniTe' glancing over the past .four or five installments of thxS column,

I came to the conclusion that, like Jack Paar, I appear to have slight
ly over-stated my case against the press of this nation in genera^. .....id
this city in particular. If my sarcastic commentary_of the past iew
months has* given you the impression that Baltimore is uniformly devoid
of any fair, intelligent, or objective newspapers, then I ought to cor
rect this impression immediately. This column has emphasized the poorer
aspects of Baltimore's press in the past, particularly the Baltimpr^o .
News-Post, from which many of the quotes in this column have come^. mis
is an extremely easy habit to acquire, because the purpose of mm col
umn is to quote and take issue with stupid or uninformed commentary,
and the News-Post abounds in these qualities. Searching for stupic.my
in that newspaper may be likened to searching for hay,in a haysta^-kj
one need only open the current edition, close one's eyes? and jao.a
finger at random. There, inevitably, will appear stupidity--even j.f
your finger hapnens to hit the weather report...
.
■
But the Hews-Post is
not really typical of the newspapers of this city, although at least
one other--the Baltimore Sunday.American--is nearly as bad. We nave at
least one newspaper--the Morning Sun—at the other end of the scale to
offset these atrocities, and two orders which are at least reasonably
dec ent--the Evening Sun, and. the Afro-American.The Morning Sun is raced
the third oh fourth best newspaper in the country, and. for very excel
lent reasons. The various editorial features.are as just and objective
as a section of Warhoon, and as a general rule the articles are happily
in accordance with the editorial section. It is,, in addition, a very
handsome publication.
'
. ■ Ln . . '
. ,
•
■
It it always interesting, if slightly infuriat
ing, to compare the tone of a story in this newspaper with that of an
identical story in one of the poorer ones. When the Morning Sun reports
on page C? that General Maxwell Taylor has nearly ruled out the possi
bility of sending- American troops to Laos, the News-Post runs a garish
headline announcing that liTA’fLOR ADVISES TROOPS BE SENT TO LAOS!u It is
difficult to believe- that both of these stories are based.on the, same
press conference. Of course, the News-Post- sej-ls more copies than the
Sun, but in the process it manages to scare the hell, out of anyone who
fears the ultimate consequences of a .minor war or ’‘police action’ .
■
•
The
News-Post epitomizes conservatism in its every feature and story, fum
ing in a grand-, old manner against anything and anyone. to. the left of G.
M. Carr. In the process it manages to publish comments which are so
flagrantly stupid and irresponsible that they are indictments.in them
selves. And yet, people continue to believe-those, commenus, simply be
cause ■there is no one to point out the idiocy inherent in vhem. Last
issue, I thoroughly demolished the-position of the News-^ost on ”Opera
tion Abolition,” but my comments only reached slightly more than 100
people, most of whom were intelligent enough to disregard that paper’s
position without any assistance from, my comments. No one, unfortunate
ly, can reach the 100,000 people who read and. were convinced of the.
validity of the original comments. If the .Morning Syn. should speciiically refute such comments, they would be accused of back-shooting, un
fair competitionj rabble-rousing, and other more henious crimes.. I’d
like to see them do it anyway, for the-various editors of that journal
wield an axe.as.subtle as Dick Bergeron’s and fill their fountain pens
with the. same acid I use. In the ’‘Notes and Comment” coj.umn of the Feb
ruary 19th issue, for example, the author comments on right-wing
groups? ’’Organizations of the way-out right are spending a gocu deal of
energy explaining, by voice and handout., that they are not afbed

■ ' with any other organization of cranks." I missed seeing the."o,her" on
my first brief scanning, and the full effect of that comment diuiv u
strike me until I had read it a second time. (The resemblance of That
* column to Quotes & Notes in tone as ■ well as title is not coincides <.ai,
incidentally. When it was initiated, this column.was patterned on a
_
combination of that editorial section of the Sun and Boggs1 "Oogito" in
Di sco rdo)
■
■
.
•
installment of that column for February 1?th made a com
ment on the CIA which might have been plucked directly from a fanzine:
"With the whole United 'States' to play in, with all the apparatus _ of
calculated secrecy, with all known means of transport at their dispo
sal,' the CIA people managed to keep Francis Gary Powers’ whereabouts
secret for just about M-8 hours, One of the baffling things abput -.no
Powers affair is why the CIA didn't take him to; the Pentagon and. hide
him in a corner there. They say there are bits, of tne Pentagon watch no
one has ever found, or having once found, has rediscovered."
.
■
■
...
.
.
.
■
,, ( . ■ .
It is. a
pity that there aren't fifty or sixty similar papers in the United
States; we could 'certainly use them....
.
.
.
.
SHORT-NOTES ON. LONG, UNBEARABLY BORING SU^ECTS
:.
...
■■
. jhiS Is’ Not A Democracy,’ It is.A Column (or, This Is dot An jidito.rial, It Ts'A Republic): 'A Startling :number of fans have failed to
heed my subtle hints when I edited out references to. my "editorial" in
their published-'letters, and they still insist on ref erring to Queues
end Notes as my "editorial". Kipple has not had an "editorial" as. such
since the thirteenth issue. That' section.was dropped because'it Was
generally ■ the poorest section of.this fanzine., consisting, merely of a
•
list of up-cbming-'material and'blurbs for- the material in.the current
issue. I once ; stated that it was a poor feature, and. a.;number_ of people
wrote- telling .me. that Quotes and Notes.was not the ..worse section.of the
magazine.’ (Now that I have printed, thisi'I■ suppose a number of Rew York
. fans will assure ■ me that -it is/ the worst feature,..)-Sq, you. see, even
' when. there waS' an actual, "editorial". in. this magazin^,., a nupfbe.r. of
readers insisted on applying that term to: this, column. In reality.^ the
only "editorial" in the pr.st •year , has been, this "short, notes" segment
of Quotes & Notes: it is here that I divulge the gory details of future
issues' here that I fall prey to the temptation.to blurb ray own materi
al, and here that I direct nasty comments at tne gay, . cheerful, fun-.
loving fans (of New 'York city... Believe what you .will about the proposi
tion that- this is a republic, not- a...democracy, but please- believe that
this is not an editorial, it is. a column... - . ,
.
.
■■
A Becker Among'Us: Loftus Becker .will probably be elated to
learn that at least one- reader- of the Baltimore Evening Syn paper:
shares, his conception of what is or is.not just and fair in regard o
segregation. A letter appeared in that hallowed.journal a few weeks a
go which expressed Mike's^ opinion almost as-well a-s Mike himseix -xn the
letter section this issue: "An anti-bias law would give a Negro .Jae
power to walk into.a restaurant and, in effect,. say to the ,whi ce owner:
"I know you don't want me as 'a customer,. .I realize the,,waitress coesn-t
desire to- serve me, and I am aware, that- the- rest of tne customers re
sent my presence. Bub if you refuse to serve me,, I'll call the ponce
and have you hauled Off to jail.'" What neither Mike nor This wrirer
seems to understand is that Negroes (or anyone else) ,f.nou..d oe. Lega—y
able to do just that. The phrasing in the example cited above is.ee’
centive. Perhaps if I changed it slightly my defense of this premise
'ouidbp more'clear: "I'know you doidt-want me as a., cue comer., I realize

" '
■
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the waitress doesrJt desire to serve me, and I am aware that the rest
of the customers resent my presence. But since this establishment
licensed as a public eating' place, you must serve me or I will call tne
police and have-you hauled off to jail.11 If the restaurant owner does
n’t wish to comply with that, then he can turn his establishment into a
private club; if the waitress doesn’t like it, she can go to work in.a
private club or change her occupation; if the customer doesn't like ao,
he can eat in a private club or at home. .
I’ve Sold Them All—Every One: The Monster Fanzine Sale^was suc
cessful in creating more closet space for books and also in.filling the
wide open spaces of my wallet. There are no longer any fanzines for
sale, but of course I still need the same titles: Tesseract v' 9
#1 , Neolithic #2, and Lighthouse #3. An absurd number of people appear
to be willing to buy fanzines, but no one wishes to sell even one of
those four titles. I had previously not realized that so many people
were collectors of fanzines. At any rate, I stopped.to wonder whrue^
wrapping some of the packages of magazines if the time would come when
I would be sorry I had sold them. I recall Redd Boggs once mentioned
that he never faunched more for anything than for something he.had just
burned up. Judging from the ardor of the purchasers, selling fanzines
is just as irrevocable as"burning them up, and I hope the time won't
arrive when I wish them hack.
.
.
Since this column of short notes appears to have become Kipple’s
answer to the Wanted, column of your local newspaper, I may as well.note
some of the requests which have come zo me. Bruce Pelz needs the. first
two issues of this fanzine, if you can possibly■bear to part.with.such
gems of amateur journalism. Ed Meskys needs quite a.few fanzines, but
notably among them are; Xero #1, Shaggy #53 1plus supplement;, Apor■
rheta #1-#6, #1#, Hocus. #1-#10, Hyphen #1 -#7. #10, #18, Psi-ghi #1, #7,
Shaggy #l+7 (plus supplement), Void #1-#lU, .#19', and 0_rion #23~#'27. Redd
Boggs needs Fanac #17~#20.' Steve Schultheis-needs more fanzines than
can possibly be listed here, and sending him a list of what you have
for sale may be profitable. Dick Schultz needs Kippig, vAlO, #12~#1h. And
Walter Breen wants Aporrheta #1, #3-/&, Cafia. P^ss Stylebppk, Hyphen
#1-#2, #h, #8-#12, fm-, The Enchanted Duplicator, LeZombie. except #6h,
Bleen #1-#7, Axe #5, Karma'“#T, Fanoyclcpodia, and many others... That's
all'for today,-‘kiddies; .tune in Uncle Jack’s Trade Corner again tOmor
row, same time, same station...
- ■ “
'
.,

'

--Ted Pauls

The number to the left is the number of the last issue you will re
ceive unless you respond in some manner. If that number is "23," 7
you will not receive the next, issue.
I send it to annoy you...
____ A mark here, indicates that we trade' fanzines. Kipple trades with
other magazines oh a onerfor--one basis, so irregular publishers
will need to supplement this trade agreement in some manner.
.
A check here means that you are among the chosen few to be repre-..
sented herein with a letter or article. You are. quite free to have
this issue, framed and hung., if you desire.
. .
.
„
" •
__ ..You are on my permanent mailing list, the recipient of my fanzines
fcr life. How can you"be so fortunate?.
v#Jhis is your last issue unless I hear from you. Your girl has just
~
walked out, you are penniless, and have a broken arm., but I accept
no excuses for your cwtant silence.
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The parochial school represents one effort to counter the ''secularism
of the public, school, by establishing an alternative religious school
system. The other approach seeks to remedy the condition by introducing
religion into the public school itself by the practice of certain reli
gious observances or through the teaching of religion or bo uh.
As we
■ have seen,, religious observances in the public schools are no innova
tion. In their origin, they are survivals from an earlier era, when the
schools were, in fact if not in law, Protestant institutions. Bible
•
;
readings, generally from the King James version, are all but universal,
and scarcely less so is the inclusion of some hymns into the assembly
and music programs. The Lord's Prayer is also widely used, its ..consti
tutionality having been upheld in some courts, as in New jersey.
’
.
The
most widespread aspect of religious observance has revolved around
Christmas, through decorations in the classroom, art work, plays, and
celebrations participated-in by the pupils. The degree of specific sec
tarian content in this celebrations has naturally varied with the.com
munity and-the school administration through the years. In the last de
cade, religious leaders have made thoroughly justifiable attempts to
oppose the secularization and commercialism of Christmas. The call to
"put Christ back into Christmas" has had a marked effect upon the
schools. Probably on the assumption that since Christmas celebrations
are already in the school system they might as well be really "Christ
ian," pressures have been growing for giving them a more markedly sec
tarian* character. Determined efforts have been made to have Nativity
scenes enacted by the children and to have creches erected on,public
school grounds. That these practices, growing in extent and intensity,
have confronted the Jewish community, among others, with grave problems
has already been noted.
•
For a period, some well-meaning educators and
parents, both Christian and Jewish, thought that. joint_Chp stmas-Hanukkah celebrations in the public schools might be the solution. It is
*
. rue that the" Maccabean struggle for religious freedom, which is com
, nemorated by the Jewish Hanukkah ^ciiday. poses no basic theological

,

.

’

difficulties for Christians as does Christmas for Jews. Quite the con
trary, had the Maccabean victory not taken place, Christianity may not
have come into the world, This the church recognized by including the
Books of the Maccabees in. the canon of Scripture (in the Catholic
Church) and in the Apocrypha (in Protestantism)--a status of sanctity,
incidentally, which these books do not occupy in Judaism, For several,
centuries, the church observed a special feast called "the Birth of the
Maccabees" on the first of August.
Nevertheless, signs are multiplying
that Catholic and other religious leaders are objecting to the partici
pation by Christian children in Hanukkah plays and pageants. Most Jew
ish religious leaders have been opposed all along to these joint cele
brations, holding that bi-sectarianism is also a. form of - sectarianism
that has no place in the public school. The Jewish laity, originally
more favorable to the project, is now increasingly conscious of its in
adequacy, Such instances as the statement by the chairman of the pub
lic-school board in Hew Hyde Park, New York, that Hanukkah should not
be mentioned "where it interferes with the Christmas season" has helped
speed the sense- of disenchantment with the idea.
.
Far less charged■with
emotion and prejudice than the issue of religious observances and cele
brations and therefore conducted-on a far more rational level are the
various proposals for introducing the teaching of religion into the
public-school system. Such responsible agencies as the American Council
on Education, the Religious Education Association, and various educattonal and religious bodies have explored possible avenues of solution
and shed considerable light on the situation.
.
'
■
That the widespread "re-■
ligious illiteracy" of our day. poses a problem for contemporary educa
tion is universally conceded. Religion has been one of the most.potent
factors in human history, and its influence is written large in litera
ture, music, and art, as well as in politics and morals. It follows
that some knowledge of the scriptures, beliefs, rites, history, and he
roes of the- great religious traditions of the world is indispensable to
a truly educated person.
■
■
Thus far the problem..With regard to the solu
tion, too, there is a substantial measure of agreement. It is generally
agreed that whatever difficulties inhere in the teaching of religion
they are minimal on the college level. Here the relative maturity, of
the students and the atmosphere of free intellectual inquiry.offer as
surance that not. indoctrination but education will be the guiding prin
ciple, both in the discussion of the religious factor in history and in
special courses in religion offered in the curriculum. Hence colleges
and universities, and in some instances even' -state universities, have
witnessed the .expansion of courses in religion. Nearly always they areoffered on an elective basis and generally they have elicited consider
able interest from students, While the major religious traditions gen
erally receive, adequate treatment in the curricula of Departments of
Religion, it should be noted that this is not always true of the minor-

1
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Editor’s Note:
This article by Robert Gordis was reprinted from
"Religion and the Schools," a pamphlet published by The Fund for
the Republic. Single copies of the pamphlet are available from, the
Fund at 60 East U-2nd Street, New York 1?, New York, free cf charge.
’-i

ity faiths. Though overt prejudice is rarely the cause, the lesser
sects do run the risk of having their viewpoint overlooked or minimized
or distorted by inexpert or unsympathetic instructors. These liabili"
ties are, however, inherent in the pluralistic pattern of American re.ligious life.'-By- and large, good-will prevails in this area, and the
position of religion as an integral element in the college curriculum
■
seems assured.
■ ■
A lesser, but still substantial, measure of agreement
exists with regard to the teaching of religion on the elementary-school
level. It is generally recognised' that there are many pitfalls and few
advantages in undertaking the teaching of religion in the elementary
school, particularly the lower grades. The young amd impressionable age
of the children, their inability to react critically to material pre
sented to them, and the fact that-their own specific loyalties are
still in process of' formation---factors such as these have persuaded
most Americans that religion does not belong in the curriculum of the
elementary school. '
'
■ ■
The problem is most acute'with regard-to the second
ary school. It is not difficult to make out a.convincing case for ob
jective teaching about religion, its institutions, tenets, and practi
ces, as a branch of civics in the high-schoor curriculum/ Churches con
stitute an'important part of the social scene, no less than the insti
tutions of government, culture, education, and recreation. To ignore
the religious life of the community means to create a vast lacuna in
the children's understanding of ■ the society in which they live and
function.
■
■
'
.
The truth of this position is incontrovertible,. but uhe major
difficulties involved in implementing such a plan cannot be glossed o■ ver. The history of recent years- gives ground for feeling that, the dan
ger of the "camel' s'head in the tent”, is not imaginary. It .-.cannot be
* denied that there are those who would regard ’’teaching-about religion”
merely as the entering wedge for the "teaching of religion”- along ..de
nominational lines within the public-school curriculum,. or at least,
with the authority and prestige of the- state behind it. The good faith
of most advocates of the introduction of the teaching, about religion in
the school system is not in question. But they are not representative
of those who want to see outright religious instruction. in the schools.
Were such bona-fide programs in "teaching about religion” have been
experimented with,- important practical problem's have.come to light...The
study materials thus far produced in this area leave much to be desired
from the standpoint of objectivity and;content ;and raise the serious
question whether adequate material can be - prepared./to meet this-need.
The growing shortage of personnel in the teaching profession as: a,whole
would be aggravated by this-new and delicate assignment,.which would .
■ necessitate special training in uh-e untried art oi teachj.ng. abou-u reli
gion. It is also difficult to see how the introduction of such an ar
rangement could be prevented from leading to a:"religious tesv for
teachers for the school system, in fact if nob in law, particularly m
view of the mounting pressures by church groups for "positive” reli
gious values in the schools. Besides, it is highly doubcial whether
most Catholics, Protestants, or Jews would be willing co have vheir te
nets and rites presented by those, outside their respective -.tradicions.
Diffn ml ties such as these have led to another approach, to the problem,
ft has been suggested that the teaching about religion be given ay the
> vriests, ministers, and reW.s in the community, whose houses oi wcr-

•

ship would be visited by the classes as part of the course in civics,
similar to trips taken to other institutions. To be sure, this procodure would relieve the present school staffs of most of the burdens
mentioned above, but it would create new problems of major importance.
It is doubtful whether most ministers of religion, who are trained to
be devoted advocates of their respective faiths, would.be willing or a
ble to give objective instruction on religion, overcoming their natural
and legitimate impulse to "win souls" for the convictions they hold sa
cred.
'
, ,
Moreover, the multiplicity of denominations in Protestanusm, as
well as the variety of viewpoints in Judaism, would necessarily mean
the elimination of most sects and the favored treatment.of a few. It
would hardly be practical for high-school students to visit.five or
more Protestant churches, three Jewish synagogues, in addition to the
Catholic church, in order to cover the major traditions. There.would
still remain such groups as Unitarianism, Ethical Culture, Chrnsui.an
Science, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and Theosophy, which would presumably be
ignored. In addition, it is certain that many denominations would not
sanction their children's visiting other houses of worship.and studying
alien doctrines from their ministers. Whether such convictions are jus
tifiable or not is irrelevant; they need to be reckoned with. Given
these circumstances, however, it seems clear that the comprehensiveness
and impartiality of the program would be gravely compromised.
.
■Be side s,
if the "teaching about religion" were successfully introduced into the
public high schools and all these problems were overcome, it might
prove a Pyrrhic victory for the cause of religion, if this type of
teaching became widespread, many parents might regard it.as an adequate
substitute for religious education in church schools, which requires
the expenditure of additional time, energy, and substance, Tnus the fa
bric of the traditional religious school would be weakened still fur
ther and the difficult struggle to give religious education greater
breadth and depth might well receive the kiss of death.
Finally, the
objective presentation of religious beliefs and practices, wicn a scru
pulous avoidance of any effort to secure the pupil's commitment.to the
faith under discussion, would seem to many,, if not to most, religiously
minded people to' be highly objectionable. Such teaching oi religion
would be playing Hamlet without the Prince of Deninark, or, if we may
heap Pelion on Ossa, keeping the bath while throwing the baby out.
There would be the very real danger that the objectivity of the teacher
would be translated by the pupil into indifference to all genuine reli
gious committment.
In sum, the problem is genuine, but so are the draw
backs confronting the various proposals advanced for the teaching of
religion in the public schools. What would therefore seem to be indica
ted is the need for further concentrated study of the question, to be
followed by experimentation in selected areas, through adequate teach
er-training, the preparation of proper curriculum material, and the
careful orientation of the community in question to the program. Per
haps many of the difficulties envisaged in advance might be dissipated
in the bright sunlight of reality; conversely, new and unanticipated
problems might well arise.
Until such programs for "teaching about re
ligion" in the public-school system are tried and found thoroughly fea
sible, we would do well to recall some basic truths aoout religion and
life. In spite of the inbred American propensity for panaceas, the

'
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truth remains that the total education of the child aS a human being,
as a citizen, and as a child of God cannot be entrusted to any si.n.g-'.s
agency. The home, the public school, the religious school, the chur.-n,
and, by no means least, ''the street" all play their part in.molding vnc
personality of the child and the youth. Never in American history, even
before the emergence of the secular public school, was the school ex-pected to assume the full burden of educating a generation than wau.i..!be loyal to religious and ethical values. The home and the church never
abdicated their roles in this complex undertaking.
'
Much of the impetus
for introducing religion into the curriculum arid the extra-curriculum
program of the ’public school in our day stems from a sense of frustra
tion felt by many teachers of religion. Even in this day of "religious
revival," they see the weakening of religion in- the home and the conse
quent ineffectiveness of the church and the church school.'Religious
leaders and institutions, their energies already taxed to the full,
would be less than human if they were not tempted to seek, the help oi
the state to achieve their purpose.
.
■
.
.
Yet there is no escaping the law.
that water cannot rise higher than its 'source; .it .is an illusion to i
magine that America can be made • '•'religious" in spite of ibseli. lx the
public-school system were to be saddled with the. tasks that should be
borne by the church, the religious school, and the home, we might well
develop a religion-by-rote which would spell'decay for religious-vi
tality. Who, more than the teacher of religion, should know that there
is no short-cut to the hew Jerusalem?
'■
. "
'
■■
There are vast dimensions to the
problem of religion and education in a free society. Yet we .may cling
to the conviction that basically America has been on the right path
during the past cehtufy and three-quarters- of its history.and should
persevere bn it in the future. Will the tensions s.nd coni diets that are
mounting in this area be resolved on grounds of reason and moral.prin
ciple? One has doubts, but also hopes. In any event, we may . continue to
believe that as issues are clarified, the various protagonists will un
derstand better their own presuppositions, as well as those they find
unacceptable. If' the discussion is conducted on a rational level, we may hope that the solutions finally achieved will be both moderate and
just.

■

■
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'--Robert Gordis
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"The advance of natural science, logic, and psychology have brought us
to a stage at which God is no longer a useful hypothesis. Natural sci
ence has pushed God into an ever greater remoteness, until..his function
as ruler "and dictator disappears and he becomes 'a. mere-, firs-u. cause.or
vague general principle. The realization that magic is a.laloc princi
ple, and that control has to be achieved by science and.its application,
has removed the. meaning fre-m sacrificial ritual and petitionary prayer.
The analysis of the human mind, with-,the discovery of its powers ox
,
projection and wish-fulfillment, its. hidden subconscious. and . realized
repressions, makes it unnecessary to believe that, conversion, and the
like are due to any external, spiritual power and unscientific to as-,
cribe inner certitude to guidance by Goa." --Julian Huxj.ey, in "Man in
the Modern World," Mentor .#WlU8, pC-b
.
"Crenshaw was understandably surprised when Mrs. Kolosny gave birbn to
identical twin: prairie dogs< .--Henry Kahl
.
. ........
.
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Harry Golden’s ''Let the earth explode with people" is a classic, almost monumental, piece of fuggheadry. I strongly suspect he has not given thought to
the actual horrors* of overpopulation. Food is not
enough to enable ten billion to live on earth, let alone to live hap
pily.; one needs a little privacy--freedom from continuous surveillance
and critical comments by one's parents, grandparents, uncles, aunts,
cousins, and in-laws. On a planet with ten oillion inhabitants it is a
safe bet that this human need would be as Obsolete as the tongues of
Sumer and Akkad, and lack of it one of many components of universal mi
sery. The housing shortage is acute even now?, in that world it would be
a nightmare:of intolerably high rents, beds being_occupied in shifts, .
skyscraper slums infested with rats, eternal shortages of hospital cots
for the fevered and the tubercular and the pox-ridden, and. of medicines
for almost any illness, undying enmities resulting from competition for
bed space-nearest a window--all this could be multiplied. I think here
is an answer to a question Gary Deindorfer and I have been basting a
round, namely what is the -mental quirk that distinguishes the really
monumental fuggheads. At least one would therefore seem, to be failure
to see internally the implications and consequences of what one says or
advocates, to view the things in any kind of perspective save perhaps
that in which the end of one’s nose is the largest object on the-hori
zon.
'
.
'
The Willick stipulative definition of mental retardation as,_ inclu
ding-instability and psychosis is not borne out either by scientific u
sage, dictionaries, or experience. It is GCW's privilege, even as Hump
ty Dumpty's, to use words as he chooses; but he is then responsible for
any confusion or communication failure that may result ay Ills hearers’

WALTER BREEN
2U~02 GROVE ST.
BERKELEY"^, CALIF
■
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' not sharing the same definitions.

1

Ed Bryant: It isn’t that I’m asking
people to agree with me or be labeled fuggheads. It is, instead, that
the pro-shelter people uniformly underestimate the number and size of
■hombs that can be and likely will be dumped in repeated waves on an;/
city of military importance, the extent of destruction by fire and
shock-wave (hence the inanity of the blast-shelter program), and the a
mount of cumulative radioactivity of which fallout is only a part
(hence the futility of the fallout shelter program). The only realis
tic--! do not mean hysterically doom-crying--estimates I have seen,
based on American and Soviet nuclear goals and programs, are in the several-times-mentn one! Brow and Real pamphlet, "Community of Fear”. I
base my own conclusions partly on this, partly on having studied gene
tics under two of the top experts in the world (Theodosius Dobzhansky
and L. C. Dunn) and therefore knowing something about the long-term ef
fects of radiation on the germ plasm. I maintain that the consistent
under-estimation of the Soviet capacities of saturation-bombing and
overkill are partly for commercial purposes--nanely to sell more shelters--and partly from sheer blind faith. If you can come up with wellsubstantiated arguments in refutation of the Brown and Real pamphlet,
I’ll gladly listen to them. But in the meantime I’m still scaredscared alike of the bomb-urielders and of the optimists who say "They
can’t kill us all--we'll win out in the end." And the same goes for you
too, Dave Locke. As for the rest, I think Larry McCombs has said it ef
fectively enough.
LOFTUS BECKER JR.
I think the difference in our positions on Route
STRAUS A 12, HARVARD 1+0 an(i such is pretty clear from the last senCAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.
tence of your comment. You don’t think the crank
•'
who hates Vermonters has a right to refuse to
serve them; I do. I don't think there is a real difference in kind be
tween refusing to allow discrimination in service (i.e., segregated
lunch counters) and refusing to allow discrimination in, for example,
charity. You are discriminating when you refuse to listend hope; to
"The Rose in my Garden" as often as you do something that pleases you
more. .((You talk a great game of pool, but I.wonder how you would fare
with the cue in your hand?. If you are driving along a highway., very
hungry (since you haven’t eaten in 18 hours)., and came upon a restaur
ant'only to find that the owner wouldn5t serve you because he dislikes
people from Bethesda, would you be quite so eager to stand up for his
right to discriminate? It is very easy for the average white American
to defend discrimination, since he. has never been a victim of it.. .)•)'

As to whether (your point) it is better to be unjust to restaurant own
ers or Negroes, I think the disagreement is the same? though the Ne
groes are being treated unfairly, they are not being treated unjustly.
((That is the most enlightening coiiiment I've read in some time. Accord
ing to Webster's New Practical Dictionary.: "Fair: frank; just" and
"Just: Righteous and fair" .■ Now what was ..that, you were saying. ..?>) To
come.from the example above: few people would argue with the statement,
"I gave to charity Y rather than charity 3 because it made me happier
to do so"; isn't the restaurant owner’s right to the pursuit of happi
ness being infringed upon when he is forced, on his own property, to do
something he dislikes? ((-As Buck Coulson and Chet Davis pointed out
last issue, the restaurant owner takes out a license to serve the pub
lic, and he is therefore bound to do so.-)-). Note that the above argu
ments do not apply to any person acting for any branch of the governr\

ment: unlike individuals, governments have the responsibility of treat
ing all their subjects not only justly but also fairly.'
Strongly though
control,
1 o.o
I disagree with the Roman Catholic position on birth
think you are leaving out an important part of their a r gumen t: they
birth
justify their position by pointing our that to them, artificial
,
control is, for all practical purposes, murder; and as such, they naje
not only a responsibility to abstain from same, but also.a re^ponsiculity to try to bring others around to their way of thinking, if neces
sary by force. (This isn’t the position of all Catholics, of course;
the Roman Catholic church has as many original thinkers in it as, oy
and-'large, any organization.)
.
I think perhaps you're being too Machia
vellian when you find reasons for the censorship of Brave Mew World and
1984. Both cooks contain passages which a number of parents would no□
want their children reading—not because they consider them poi.ibicaj.ly
wrong (comparitively few parents -object to such passages m novexs) but
because the parents consider the passages dirty. I don't have Brave New
World at hand, and in fact I remember it as the milder of the uwo
books; beyond the simple fact than sex is discussed, there was as I re
member nothing "dirty'* about the book even co the most pervex ceu mind.
Nineteen-Eighty-Four, on the other hand, contains passages which if
hardly pornographic are at least "indecent'': the type of. thing whxch,
frankly, a goodly number of young adolescents probably should nou oe
reading. ((Neither you nor I have the right to decide wha.c other people
should or should not read. We have the right to decide.what we shall or
shall not read (except in a case where someone else.interferes with
that right), but we are not free to interfere with the decision of any
one else. Unfortunately, this society abounds in individuals who be
lieve that while they, obviously, are intelligent enough to. decide, e—
veryone else is far too stupid .to do so<.•)■)
The above is not to imply
that I agree with the censorship that went on^ I don’t. I. do think,
however, that there are grounds as indicated above for some.sort of.
censorship in the schools: possibly by age, or better yet, uhrpugn the
parents. If they object to Johnny‘s reading 1984, give him a compara
ble, but different, assignment. (Darkness at Noon, in this case, sug
gests itself.) The parents, after all, are responsible for the.child's
upbringing;, and if he is still so crazy to read 19h4, he can find a
copy in the public library. ((He cannot if t'ne censors remove the novel
from the public library as well, something they are generally attemp
ting in these cases. I will violently oppose any.school-censorship xor
so long as the censors themselves remain as stupid.and unbelievably ig
norant as they have been in the past.)-)
.
Radiation, as I remember, is
partially cumulative: that is, an hour's fatal dose may now oe a year’s
fatal dose, but there is no significant difference between the dose
necessary to kill you if distributed over and hour or over a day.
Two
further notes: First, did you know that there was recently some agita
tion in Florida over the sale of Black & White Scotch? "Hot only," says
one broadside, "does, the label show a, -black and a white apg standing
together, but the mixture inside is described as a ’blend'." And second
jpeaking of 'little old ladies from Boston, • there is a book banned j_n
New York but easily buyable in Massachusetts: Edmund Wilsc-n s Memoirs
of Hecate County, one of the few books ever written which contaxiis.
eighteen solid pages of dull pornography.
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Miks Deckinger’s article is good except for his old
fault, that of exibiting pride in his discovery of
something which isn’t new. He seems totally unaware,
that this kind of experimental and avant-garde motion
picture has been-reaching the United States from foreign countries al
most since the start of movies, and in freshet form since the end of
World War Two. if the imports have acquired recently the new wave titie, it’s probably because reduction in the number of films produced in
Hollywood has given them.an occasional billing outside the art houses.
({There have even been experimental films produced in this country pre
vious to World War Two, although admittedly that term must be widened
slightly to include them.. "Ecstasy," starring Hedy Lamarr,, is an_.ex.am-.
ole',’ produced, 1-believe, in. the mid-thirties,The Fall of the House,
of Usher” might-■ belong. in that category as well, and ic appeared in the
late twenties.>)
.
.....
.
,
- T’m afraid that I can’t get excited about rock and
roll. Juanita Coulson and I seem to react quite.similarly to almost all
music, although there are many types of music which I wpuldn’t. .give
full listening attention to as I do serious music. Rock & roll is so
close to some folk-music in construction and.performance that a hundred
years from now, some ethnic researchers will probably decide that this
was the real American music. .
Maybe the population explosion could be
contained by the simple method of reversing the current tax p-.oceu.u-. e,
and increasing the percentage of income taxed us the wage-earner's num
ber of children increases. Of ■.course, this, also might lead to an.un.,
Pleasant amount of infanticide among the lower-income classes. But I’d.
like to see specific figures to prove that a greater proportion of Hew
York City’s residents today are living in slum conditions than a half-,
century ago. The problem has undoubtedly received much more attention, .
but there Wasn't-ds much-concern for the poor white trash until the de
pression focused-attention, on them.
■
.
Greg Benford's letter causes, me to .
wonder if he's justified in-assuming that there would be no use in'
bombs containing large amounts of long-half-life products. Assume -that
it is possible ito make nuclear bombs.which would render very large sur
rounding areas totally-unfit for ..any.‘cype of. life ior decades to..come,
as a result of these isotopes, /without causing similar-.complete-des-.
truction to spread over the entire world. Isn’t it likely uha> 00tn the
United States and Russia would give serious consideration to theixpuse.
Neither nation needs the land and .space that the other possesses, macn
must take account of the existence of potential future major enemies,
China and India. Russia could use the factories and food-producing re-,
sources of the United States but-could.■: continue■ to survive wj.tl.10u1-' ,
them? the United States wouldn’t have much use for Russia’s posses
sions. In 199-9, the United States.killed and maimed a .very substantial
proportion of the population of two Japanese cities, in order, vo^ayoid,
the greater loss of life that an orthodox .invasion. of Japan u’ouj.d nar.e
caused. In 1969, the government, and-the armed, forces are publicly de- .
crying'pessimism over the. threat to--, all life that an atomic^ war, Wou ud .
create, but privately they must know.that there-is an ejcei^eni, chance
of On The Beach if a long war is. fought-with, conventional , atomic .yeapons. Can we be sure that each nation won’t decide than it is bayyer

TARRY WARLTER
S’wlijTAVB.
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that a quarter of a billion people die, either in North America or *.n
the Europe-Asia land mass covered by Russia, through long-term radioac
tivity, than to fight a war whose radioactive effects would eventua.'.iy
kill off everyone?'A continent uninhabitable for the next century would
undoubtedly cause China or India to hesitate before risking a war, no
matter who pushed the buttons„ Don’t be too sure that the enemy could
n’t cause underground explosions in this country, either. Saboteurs
could find plenty of railroad tunnels in the coastal regions. Russia
might prefer the pinpoint precision of sabotage to the approximate
target-hitting of conventional bombing methods. If one saboteur in a
hundred were successful, he might do more damage than ten out of 100
guided missiles that got through.
,
You received no comments on the fake
issue of Kipple from me, but I hesitate to tell you my reactions to it.
I was astute enough to recognize after one page of reading that some
thing was wrong. But you will either be gratified or infuriated to know
that I immediately assumed that you had succumbed suddenly to the
strain of publishing on the tenth day of every month for a couple of
years. The New Yorkers did not imitate your style so much as distort it
into the kind of writing you might do if your stylistic faults had sud
denly driven out your writing virtues through the disappearance of
your discrimination between good and bad prose. This theory on my part
got stronger when I came to the reprinted paragraphs, which I remember
ed; any thought that this might be counterfeit vanished when I deduced
that no person producing a parody would copy verbatim all. of a sudden.
It wasn't until I got to tne Bradley column that I swung around to the
conclusion that it was a fake after all. I don't honestly wish that you
would crack up, but if you ever do, be sure to put out an issue of Nip
ple after you've been hauled away to the .boobyhatch, so I can test my
skill at deducing how.you'd write after you've lost your sanity.

I found your Q&N section on "Operation Abolition" es-.
pecially meaningful, since several weeks ago I sat
through an evening of Propaganda films, viewing "Opera-,
tion Abolition" plus a pro-pacifism film and a pro-se
gregation film (titled Message from Mississippi) which is hysterically,
funny. In order to counteract the distortions in "Operation. Abolition,"
the Civil Liberties Union of California has taken the footage, substi
tuted a new sound-track explaining the truth about what went on, and
are showing it as "Operation Correction." This film was shown directly
after "Operation Abolition", and the contrast is striking when they.are
viewed so closely together. The main point
that "Operation Aboli
tion" tries to prove is that anyone who possibly, disagrees with the
HUAC is a commie. There is'no"middle ground to this line; either you're
for them and a Patriot, or against them and a commie. The students who
caused the "riot" are, by inference, depicted as Communists or dupes of
Communists. Incidentally, in the film, when the students are; told to
leave, it is mentioned in the commentary that they sat. down and began
singing a song from the Communist Worker’s Songbook. The song they.were
singing was a popular hymn, which most churcn-goers are familiar with*
In the hosing incident the students are turned away from the.hoses
which are being played on them, by the gleeful cops., perhaps infering
that they meant to storm the doors backwards. And whenever a Communist
is shown during the hearingscenes of the students, which have no re
lationship to the film itself;, are shown., in order to put over the i
dea that some sort of relationship existed between the students and the
alleged Communists.
■
.
rrl
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Frankly, I think a film like "Operation Abolition" is important. It
proves' that there is not much difference between strong .anti-Amerf.canism (communism) and strong pro-Americanism (HUA.C)... I find.both parties
‘
equally repugnant. '
..
,
It is unfortunate that Dave Locke's article wasn’t
titled a "Defense of Rock and Roll," because then some joker would
probably come along and proclaim that there _is no defense for rock &
roll. I've had the misfortune of being exposed to most rock & roll re
cords and there are times when I feel almost compelled-to retch with
disgust over the crap that these stations are playing. If rock & roll
was bad music, Locke"could defend it by stating just that, but I feel
it doesn't even approach the category of "music". Most rock & roll
singers sing as if they have bitterly hated music all their lives (and
with many this may not be a very long time) and are voicing their dis
approval through their wavery, and undeveloped vocal cords. Most of the
teenage singing groups hare the annoying habit of not only singing a
bad song, but taking a perfectly good song and ruining it beyond be
lief. Perhaps the best example of this was the recent rythmical abor
tion known as "Blue Moon," quite popular about a year ago, and deliver
ed by a group of nervous adolescents known as the.Marcels (though they
could just as well have been the Earaches or the’-llpsebleed s, and no one
would have.cared). This record of "Blue Moon" was pure piracy, and I’m
sure it thorpughly sickened many of the devotees of the manner in which
this song can be decently recorded. Then there's also the. bastard ver
sion of "Wimoyeh" known as "The Lion Sleeps' Tonight",.. 'This war chant
was bad enough when the Kingston Trio' did' it, but. the group known as
the Tokens have taken' "Wimoweh" and burned it so deep that the bloody
. lion will probably never■awaken.
■
.
.
On the other hand, some rock & roll
instrumentals aren't half bad. Groups like the Ventures and the Vis
> counts know how to put a beat and a jump into what they play, and
what's more do it so that it doesn't sound as if it was recently re
gurgitated from a washing machine. But basically rockroll is person
ality, more than music or- lyrics.. Elvis .Presley could- sing three pages
from the Fanny Farmer Cookbook, and.I'm'sure the majority of rock &
roll fans would go wild over it and rush right put and snap up all the
copies of the disc. Perhaps Locke ..best sum's'it up in Ms statement on
page 3twhere he says, "Every group has a -right. to a certain number of
oddballs..." Right, and in. modern .society it
the rock. & roll fans.
'

Government crackdowns on ..phony advertising’ claims is noo outright cen
sorship, as you seem to-concede to Harry Warners The television commer. cials make some claims about-their product in order to increase sales.
If. during these claims, several demonstrations .are made which are de
liberately deceptive and merely designed to lead the viewer to believe
the- property has some.characteristics.which do not exist, then.certain
ly the government should crack down.'What the.sponsors are basically
doing is lying to the viewer, coming, right out and saying that their
product can do such and such a thing?when-they know damned well it can
not. (4 But the concession was hot mine I- I-'believe: that cracking down
on false representation of products,does not constitute censorship, and
I was-endeavoring to convince Harry of that.})
.
■
.
.?
.. The only trouble with
*allowt shelters is that complete nuclear disarmament will probably
render them obsolete. But they are at least more.comfortable and at
tractive than the average pinewood coffin, even if the price is.quite
• high. Someone should do an. article on. fallcut shelters as a status-sym-

bol, which is what they've become over the past years. The time is com
ing when the couple who doesn’t have a fallout shelter with a swj.mrr.'jg
pool is simply cut, Conventional fallout shelters are just too gaucrs,
you know; to be really ahead you've got to have a swimming pool in unem
too, no doubt in order to facilitate suicide after the shelters become
useless and supplies begin to give out, (40n a recent newscast, I saw a
report on this country's first community fallout shelterlocated In'
ube heart.of Washington D.C. A large portion of the building to be used
for shelter was an indoor-swimming pool, and it was noted mat five
hours were required to drain the pool. Somehow, I doubt that we would
have quite that much warning of an impending attack... But then, it
wouldn't really matter, since any building in mid-town Washington is
going to be vaporized anyway.)-)
All that dumping contraceptives into
the reservoirs would do would be to cut down on the fish. Contracep
tives should--and must--be sold openly for the use of any married cou
ple who so desire. (<Bat why limit them to married couples?)-) In this
case I find the views of the. Roman Catholic church to be unbelievably •
unjust and cruel. It is permissable to forbid the use of these devices
among their own. members, but they certainly have no right to ban the
sale of birth control information and contraceptives.. As most people
have-discovered, the so-called "rhythm method" doesn't work most of the
time, though it is the only church-approved method. And-I. feel that
these unreasonable restrictions imposed by the church do more to promote illegitimacy than anything else.
The best sort of school system
I've seen was postulated by Asimov in a story of his (I don't recall
the title) , in which each child had his own individual teacher, a robot
geared to the child's own intelligence and development level. Sheer
.
logic will show you that in a class of, say, thirty students, .where
each student possesses different capabilities and interests, it would
be impossible"for a teacher to teach each level equally well. But
school conditions being as they are, I find it highly unlikely that
;
we'll ever reach the point of a student receiving his individual teach-,
er (except in the case of private tutors) so the present system will
have to do.
:
. .
ED WOOD
You will forgive me but I did not say.that you or
16~0~SECOND ST.
anyone else was not a true fan. You by ycur actions
IDAHd“FALfS, IDAHO will have.to do that. In my opinion, a fan of sci'
“
~ “
ence fiction is someone who knows something more a
bout science fiction than, a casual reader. There are gradations of
fans—some of the finest people one could possibly find, and some of
the scum of the.earth. I prefer to associate with the knowledgeable
.
fan. Life is too short to deal with trash.
...
'
My point in the withering a
way of fandom is not that it will formally drop dead with the last is
sue of the last professional.magazine, but that it will not be possible
to gain enough new recruits to replace those who leave. And we do have
those who leave. (-(Are there, any figures on the size of fandom now as
compared to its size'during the Boom? If. your theory is corcrect, you
see’, there ought to have been at least two or three- times as many fans
in that era. Based on readily available facts, I .don't believe the mi
crocosm. was larger ten years ago; there seem to be as many fanzines in
1962 as in 1952; FAPA’s waiting list, even though several new amateur
cress societies have been created to .ease, the pressure, is larger than1
ever; conventions have beer, larger affairs (regardless of the "esti-

mated” attendance figures Mr. Wood presented in Yandro), particularly
the New York and South Gate conventions. It is logical to assume from
these facts that the number of active fans has either risen or rer? ;.pi constant, while the number of prozines has obviously dropped great
ly.)-)
You have read science fiction for ten years, I have read.it and
studied it for 26 years. ({-Well, I must admit that I haven't studied . h
science fiction, but that is only because I can usually find much mere
important things to.do in my spare time. Ten years isn't a. terribly
long time, it is true, but I pointed that out to show that I w?.s some
what more than a casual reader in the field.)-) The coming Chic on ill
will be the third world science fictipn.convention in which I have had
a substantial behind-the-scenes part. The other two are. the Chicon II
and the Pittcon. So I know.a bit more' about conventions than most fans.
If you want to kno w ..of the role playe'd by the magazines in supporting
the various conventions, aen't argue with me; write F. M» Busby, Dirce
Archer, Howard DeVore, Judy Dikty, or Noreen Shaw. I would estimate
that 90,^ of the auction material I have seen in 1952-1961 .,came from the
magazines, or the professional people of science fiction. (.(If this es
timate is as accurate as the "estimate” in'Yaridrd, then I .shouldn’ t e
ven bother arguing with-it. But what percentage of the magazine-materi
al in those auctions was current? I. don't doubt that many back-issue
prozines, rare books, or old original illustrations were represented in
those auctions, but this has no bearing1 on the prozines current as of
that year. If .all of the professional stf magazines fold during this
-rear, it would not affect the auctioning of back-issues at the Dis.Con
in. 1963.9-) The attendance fee of $2.CO prior to the Season .paid for ad
vertising, postage, miscellaneous expenses, but by no means, gave . the
convention a profit. (The only convention which may have made- a profit
in this respect was the Solacon.) The magazines gave manuscripts, suoscriptions which are raffled off, covdrs, interior illustrations,' and
best" of all publicity. Why don' t you look at you Beacon program book
let; every American science fiction magazine ..except Jnalpg has an ad in
in. ((Five magazines; that’s not too many... Of course, the profession
al magazines assist in certain respects. But they do not single-handed
ly support the conventions as you implied.-))
.
.
,
It's a good thing Bergeron
publishes Warhppn. I subscribe. But it cannot and will not do for the
field what Fantasy Oommer-.io._tor did. ((That—even if "true--is beside and
slightly to the reaF'of“the point. The issue at hand is the:intrinsic
worth of the magazine and your statement that .fanzines today are., "won
derfully empty of macerial of lasting worbn.". -But that, statement de-: ;
pends on your own narrow definition of what constitutes "lasting worth"
in a fanzine, and the fans of 1962 area,:t operating by your defini
tions.)) I fully realize the worth of Discard,.New Frontiers, Yandro.,
etc. But let's fall back onWarhbon, as apparently it is a great favor
ite. It.lacks timelessness. It deals with current topics and. bo too
great a degree, on non-science fiction topics.. ((I could criticize War
boon on the basis that it deals to too great a degree with non-fire-?
fighting topics, but my field of interests isn’t quite that--narrow:
since yours* obviously is, argument on this question is pointless.)-)
KEVIN LANGDON.
■ ■
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It is unfortunate that.a few fans-, like Ed Wood,
can't grow up with fandom, but tailoring- fandom totheir demands is as bad as holding back a class in
school so that the slowest students can keep up.
. This, of course, is a major reason for the grouping of students ay in-

telligence, as you propose. When the highest intelligence levels are
reached, students at these levels are so infrequent that it wi-Ll o«
necessary to concentrate them at a few schools (probably five or six
for a country the size of ours), and the students will necessarily nave
to live at the schools. This is probably a Good Thing, because extiemely intelligent children tend to get along poorly with their parents.
Certain Summerhill methods should be combined with the grouping or we
will wind uo with a group of highly-educated neurotics.
Dave Locke saysin his "Rock 'n' Roll Rebuttal" that the disc .jockeys don’t judge, the
top tunes. It is true enough that the top forty is determined by a sur
vey or poll of the teenagers, but the disc jockeys determine which re-=
cords the teenagers' shall hear and have a chance to vote for. The menu-?
facturers send the disc jockeys many times more records then they can
play, so the disc jockeys decide which ones, they shall play and which
ones they shall give away as prizes in their perpetual contests. You
and Locke are both rights He says teenagers are judged by their person
alities; you say they are judged by their conformism. Teenagers, as
well as other people in our society, are judged by their conformist ■
personalities.
. .
„
CORE'S radical non-violence policy, even to the point of
failure to defend themselves or to utilize the laws to which they have
recourse, is designed to produce martyrs. There'S nothing which has a .
better public image than a martyr.
In your answer to .Harry Warner's ex
cellent letter, you.say that censorship is never morally "right?" but
that it is occasionally necessary. You are confusing '!righw;. with
"good". Censorship is never good, but sometimes the alternative to cen
sorship is even worse. It is morally right to cnoose the lesser of uwo
evils.' (41 disagree, at least theoretically. Morality is an absolute; .
that is, it is a-black and white matter, If we stipulate that an action
is morally wrong, then it does not become less so by circumstances.
Choosing the lesser of two evils is necessary, excusable, perhaps ad
mirable; but so long as a solution is admitceuly piorally wrong, it does
not become morally right by virtue of being the lesser of two evils.»
I disagree with your choice of cases for censorship. Security regula
tions are meaningless because the Russians have demonstrated on several
occasions that their spies are in a position to intercept all our mili
tary .secrets. As for public sexual re-nations., I don’t see how this can
be construed as harming anyone; it is therefore the business only of
the participants.
STEVE STTLES
Ted, I am somewhat dubious about that.strange, .
lJo~SECOHD AVE.
weird letter on censorship you reprinted in Quotes
®1W YORK
H.Y.
and Notes; nobody could possibly be that fantasti“------- '
rally close-minded/ (almost a two-dimensional brain).
It’s utterly impossible; (•(■Kippl_e, rhe fanzine thap presents the ut
terly impossible... It certainly is a wonderful thing.?)
'
’ '
Speaking of
censorship, I was particularly interested in an item in. this week's
Life’ The following paragraph was in an article on the growth of "a
dult" films; "Providence's three censors also banned And God Created
Woman. The ruling was taken to court, and one of the censors admitted
that, before Woman, he had attended only a single movie in thirteen
years—and only because the police commissioner told him co." One of my
pet suspicions is that very often a censor can be a complete srranger
to the field that is under question. I’ve, always though! that t.-ie only

reason EC publications were supressed was that the censorship do-good
ers were using "Uncle Wiggly” as a standard. (Another point of. irruerast
which leaves censorship and swings, into segregation is the. fact th ar. a
theatre in Austin, Texas has barred Negroes from seeing a Bardor Pic
ture. Segregated vision!
There is an old Uncle Tom type-(not in tne
derogatory -sense)- in. the Village who gives speeches in the Square. "Way
do they think we're so damn.anxious..for their women?”)
I saw a program
last week on some gathering of various .extreme■right-wingers. Their
speeches-were pretty infuriating, and I had a hard time keeping quiet
while it was on. (I had to keep quiet; I lean toward liberalism, and my
parents ..are-Southern Baptists.) By some devious, thinking procedure one
of their speakers called the Freedom Riders Communists. Liberals and
intellectuals (terms spoken with great scorn) were, of course, the most
.obviou.s Communists. Another speaker a-sked by people accused his group
of being. neo-Nazis.. In answering his own question he declared it all a
trick of those nasty commies and (boo1 hiss I) intellectuals. But in an
swering, he revealed the. real answer to. his "question”: one of rhe fa
vorite tactics of the Nazi's’’was to smear their opponents with the Red
“I
0~l
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.
.
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' * I . really got a laugh out of that letter -on... "Franny .and Zooey"
that., you reprinted from the ■ Baltimore News-Post:- every time I see the
name Salinger mentioned fn the papers I -am disappointed to see that it
isn’t
insomuch as any interview with him would really be a rari
ty.
. ■:■■■ . .
.
. ■■ ■.:
■
-■
-<■.
,. ,
Running through the letter column, I get the mil;d feeling that you
are being vilely-persecuted. Poor-.Ted Pauls! Gl wouldn’t worry about
Ted Pauls-if I were you; he can handle himself quite nicely. The only
facet , of this New York-versus-Pauls-vendetta that ..honestly annoys me is
cause of it all.- I haven’t the.slightest idea what. I .may have done to
irritate the Shaws, and they .haven’-1. given any- hints in the course of
their comments. I have always.believed tnat if one person: disagrees
with.the opinion or opinions of : another, hemay.follow any one of three
courses: admit that he is wrong, convince the-opponent that he is not
wrong, or admit that booh are entitled to their separate opinions and
drop-the. subject.. Unfortunately 5- the Shaws have- declined ■all three
possibilities, and have decided to ?call me/a. few names without giving
me.the benefit .of knowing why. Oh.well, I suppose I oughtn’t complain;
I haven’t.-had this much verbal-, exercise since Bill Conner, ceased his
fuggheaded commentary on segregation.))
...:
.
. ./:■■
I just finished reading "Tomor
row" by Philip -Wylie. It is- the most horrifying book on-atomic warfare
I’ve-read yet", >and strangely enough, it is comparatively optimistic, it
almost makes, me glad.that I’m living’in a,major-target area and liable
to be simply vaporized, rather, than suffer the more gruesome secondary
effects.
... . ■.
■
•
.
• You have adequately expressed by views on Dave Locke’s article
in "Rock Around the Pickle Tree," but on reading his letter I feel I
ought to stress one of-your points-. Al chough I attended a high-IQ
school, which had a fair amounk of publicity which implied that it was
just brimming with non-conformists,-conformity was-king. Scholastic
performance, monetary values,, political affiliations, and .social view- _
points dictated who was "in" and who was-"out” »■ I imagine conform:.ty is
inescapable in whatever class of teenage group you happen.to run in to.
However, I-will grant that acceptance also depends upon -che individual
and not just the outside.cliches; it has been my^ expedience_ that if you
. look hard enough you can find a group with all of your own idiooyncra-

sies in student life. A few of the people I knew in junior high school
are now fringe fans, affiliated with fans, or complete fan-types Inde
pendent of fandom--quite extraordinary when you bear in mind that 1
lost touch with them.
’
The passages which I quoted from "Brave New
_
World" were not the only ones, as you implied. It would have been time
consuming to go into all of them, as there were a hell.of.a lov; mute
than the passages on the hatchery. You've dismissed skimming from tne
field of reading, which is a mistake; one can generally get an overall
picture of a book if he scans it, And thanks for the compliment, but my
mind is far from being like an IBM machine; I just happened to be read
ing the Huxley novel in question and was able to recognize the obvious
erroneous conclusion.
. . . .
KRIS CAREY
All right, so I don’t know anything about dinosaurs.
10T6 SECOND ST.
(Jinx McCombs says the subject is your special diverWASOCC CALTg.
sion or somesuch.)' It happened, to be about eleven o’
.
clock when I wrote that letter and my brain was
.
slightly befuddled anyway. after writings theme for English. Here is a
poem that expresses my opinion of dinosaurs:
■
.
.

BehoDd the mighty dinosaur
‘
_
Famed in prehistoric lore
Not only for his weight and length,
But for his intellectual strength.
You will observe by these remains, .
.
The creature had two separate brains
One in his head, the usual place,
The other in his spinal base.
Thus he could reason ’a priore’
As well as ’a posterior©’.
No problem bothered him a bit;
He .made both heads and tails of it.
So wise was ho, so wise and solemn,
Each thought just filled a spinal column..
If one brain found me pressure too strong,
It passed, a f ew ideas along >■
_
If something slipped his.forward mind,
'Twas rescued" by the- one behind.
So if in error he was caught,
He had a saving, afterthought.
Since he thought, mice before he spoke,
He had no judgements to revoke.
•He could think without, congestion
Upon both sides, of every question.
"So marvel at.this model beast,
.
.
. ..
Defunct ten million years at least!
((What is the origin of this splendid.ditty, Kris?.It is quite inter
esting , ’although I suppose I should point cut for the benefit of"anyone
not intimately acquainted with dinosaurs that, in spite o_ possessing
two brains, the beasts were unbelievably, stupid. •).)
.
’
’
About this xallout •
shelter confusion: I would like to know what, if any, goon they would ..
do to preserve mankind? The only thought.of the civilians is to .protect
themselves, but mankind cannot survive without animals or pianos co
furnish food. What if' we hsd a so-called "all-cut" war. and the earth

' was left barren? It would be quite a surprise when the first person
came peeping out of his shelter to find .no. p].ants, trees, or ^anj.rals
for him to survive with. Who’s going to protect the animals ana pj.ar-ts
from the mutating radioactivity? Who's taking animals and plants in.ro
their shelters in the event of a-devastating nuclear catastrophy? (,^A_
few months ago, there was a televised news report about a raxiche^. in (I
believe) Montana who had built a huge shelter into the side of a hill
for his prize cattle J) Man cannot survive without some means of pro
curing food. And as to staying in a fallcut shelter, would-you shoot
your neighbor when he starts tearing down your door to. get in? I think
I would. ((Since I consider a shelter useless, it wouldn't be worth the
trouble? I’d simply abandon the grave and let him.have it* But if, I
thought there was a chance of survival, I would have no eompunc-pions
about shooting interlopers.)■) Still, how would you.feel being nice and
"safe" in a fallout'shelter aid suddenly hear a child crying, "uer me
in!" ■
Of course, the usefulness of a shelter is actually very.limited.
Some radioactivity is bound to leak in. Arid lots, of pdopie are bund
ing their' shelters' in their basements- - what's going to--happen when' the
blast blows the house down on top of the shelter, trapping the occu
pants? The desperation following an atomic attack is bound to be un-_
bearable, too, when the people find ■ that they Will, have to start living
like savages for the next decade, rebuilding a civilization that took
thousands of years to create. Even after the1 years directly following
the catastrophe, the world might be Completely different. It might be
better to let the human race die out.
■ : ■
.
If an atomic attack comes, I will
probably do as the other fuggheads--that is, run around in panic like a
chicken with its head cut off. The general rule for an atomic attack
iss "Wen in danger,' or in doubt, run in circles, scream and shout!"
;
,
On
’ your "Rock Around the Pickle Tree," I must disagree with you that a
person is generally judged by his clothes or the company that he keeps.
I mvself judge my friends by their acts, their- .character, and their im
mediate actions. I try to stick to ibis method of picking my friends,
and it usually works. I do find in my school,-.though, that the popular
football stars and the loud, boisterous guys that state their_opinions
on anything--without being asked- -command rhe general admiration of
everyone? while I lie in the background envying tnem cheir popularity.

JINX McCOMBS
6y2 POPLAR AVE,
WASCO. CALIF.

On this educational system: I seriously doubt that
your young students in the advanced classes would suffer too greatly from inflated egos. It's true that
they may be told that they are -''.superior," but as long
as they have to study hard to keep up with the other students in, their
class, they won't be'much impressed. On the other hand, the bright stu
dents in the average class are constantly aware of the fact that they
understand-easily points which other students can't grasp at all. In
the long run, the latter case would probably produce-more egocentrici-

.
One of the best comments I saw on the- anti-HUAC demonstrations was
a cartoon in the California Tech. One burly policeman pins., a. young
man’s arms behind him, while another. polioeman. threatens him with a
billy club. A newspaper photographer is preparing to take■a.picware,
and it's captioned: "Put away the club. I had in mind a shou of. ^ou
slapping-his wrists.... " .
.
-.
I' n-visider myself rather lucky-in the teacher
tyo

.

a

I

.

,

department—I have two classes from the head of our high school English
department, quite a reasonable person. He has assignee. Orweu...i o
.
mal Farm1' as required reading for our economics class, and encourage
discussions on political ‘theory. A.s a matter of fact, he's using
definitions from Dick Eney’s Eanc.ycloped.ia II; he.read the definirrcns
of capitalism, communism. Marxism., and socialism in my copy _a...d^Vc..much impressed. He was also interested in your article on 'Wiay
.
Can’t Write”. I copied for him your original comments, plus many ci ~ ■
the commerces in Song of Sixpence. I don-t know just what he intends to
do with them; maybe they’re just for his own information.

•

As for seatbelts, I don't have any particularly
passionate beliefs one way or the other about
them. I suspect that they probably do some good,
but I doubt whether you’ll get anybody, to use..
them regularly until an ordinary auto trip is approached in the same
fashion as an.airplane trip. People always start off in the car much
more casually than even the Kujawas must take off in their plane. In
.
re the dangers of being trapped in the car when it goes over a cliffy
or into a river,, such things seldom happen. In fact, the last case of
the latter acci.dent happened in 19^7^ According to most safety engin
eers, whatever their word,is worth, it is safer, to ride out a crash
•
than jump for it. To that end, they’ve even made the doors on some- ■
cars lock shut-under .impact so the. occupants of the car are'not hurled
out. This makes it tough if you survive the crash and the car catches
fire. But safety belts can be. easily loosened, I believe1, whrch mini
mizes that danger. In the case of a ho'ad-on crash between two speeding
cars, it makes little difference whether you’ve got seatbelts.or not,
or whether you stay with the car or jump for it. Jumping for it, you'll
probably be killed’ too, from the impact or from being hit by one-car
or the other, or a third vehicle. I’d hate to have to leap.out onto a
busy freeway. Gads. You could easily get struck six times in as many
seconds.
I usually buy commemorative stamps when I buy stamps, and the
postal clerk is often under the impression that I'm a. collector. Some
times they1 hold the sheet of stamps up and squint at it judiciously and
pronounce, judgment on its quality as to the impression and centering,
etc. I delight in shocking these characters by carefully folding the
sheet of stamps-and stuffing' it nonchalantly into my pocket. I think .
you’re supposed to carry them away enthroned on a cushion of gold car
ried by a liveried footman and preceded by two pages puffing hautboys.
Of course, I usually tear off one of these commemoratives from each
new sheet and., toss -it into a little box. Jim Harmon once insisted that
this makes me a stamp collector. But I. don't look at these badly color
ed little bits of paper.; I just hoard them away and mark time till the..
day when some schlump offers me $10,000 for a boxful of U.S. commemoratives.
.
.
'
.
The reason I. buy commemoratives in the first place is that I
get tired of the general issue stamps and like variety. Also, the gen
eral issues are mostly cluttered up with silly mottos now, "In God We ,
Trust."
Last week I.read an old Minneapolis newspaper on microfilm to
see what the local sheets said about the lecture Mark Twain gave here
on his round-the-world lecture tour in July, 189?. .There were no big
‘ires reported in the issues I locked through, but there was a b.o.g
aunderstorm a few days earlier than the lecture, and r.ne papers were
full of news about the sensational disclosures of one Ti. H. Holmes,, who

REDD DOGGS .
2209 HIGHLAND PL., NE
MWIEAPOLTS 21 5 MIlTil.
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* seems to have murdered half a doten women-. That is a name that.Ar
mdary nom de guerre. I
Boucher has chosen cn occa
a rather idyllic age other than
han murders,
murde
but one jarring note came
an ad. Donaldson's Glass Block store advertised that they were, o-pp
to the new city ordinance forbidding carriages from hitching on cert,
downtown streets more than twenty minutes. Milady, can't be expected,,
buy a dress or a carpet in our- store in just 20 minutes, the ad,>said
so they stood ready to pay any fine's that 'were levied on shoppersvin
their store, So overtime parking was a big problem, event.in .1395°: .43’
evidently, was a woman making up her mind in less ■. than, 20 -minuses. .-<

d.
d
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Of primary interest to me in #21,;.of course, was
Bergeron’ s article on Gibson, mainly, because ■ his.
reaction- to Joe was ■•essentially the same as.
mine. Joe- and I have discussed’this.-issue at
some length in personal conversations and neither one of; us.has:changed
the other’s mind. In my article published in §haggy 1 took. is.sup., wi th
Joe on his statements against ex-political. radicals . and sexual - a.e,viapes
and questioned- his motives in injecting this issue in an article tr.pt
purported to deal with undesirables-that should be eased out or fan worn.
Joe'was somewhat at a loss in. justifying the inclusion of this. subyeet .
in his article, and in a letter to be published in the upcoming issue, .
of Shsggv he accuses me of not being able to read and -expla-uns his. reason'for bringing' up the subject by stating'that young fans lack-tne ex
perience to cope with this typeActually, I don't bela-eve for/one,, mi
nute that Joe has a "John -Birch” attitude towards, political radicalism,
or a puritan mind regarding homosexuals, but his article was so. poorly
organized and his ideas on these two subjects so vaguely presented tnat
almost any interpretation could be made. Even though wve go-tcen myself
involved in this'thing (and for the sake of argument have.taken a ....
•
strong position against Joe almost all the way down the line. I can. —.
£41 did
help the sneaky feeling that it’s all a highly overblow issu
.
not read Joe's original article, whicn makes commenting on iu a b~v
difficult, hilt' the comments reprinted by Be-rgeron..on-che political af
filiations and attitudes of Bill Dcnaho and Danny-Curran seem ; tp- jbe of
a current nature, not exactly criticism of "ex-political radicals ..Joe
makes the common mistake cf simply'assuming that his opinions a:r§_c. e
sensible ores (as who doesn't?) and that obviously any opinions.wpicn
disagree with, them must be faulty. Terry Carr may be right, ..in thg^we
would all rather accuse Joe of stupidity than carelessness.in writing,
but even the poor organization you.point out cannot bn blamed for some
of the flagrant stupidity Bergeron so-neatly exposed. •>)
I liked Ted’s
article on science fiction illustration. Redd. Boggs is ^undoubtedly..,,
right in his assessment of the ..value of interior illusruhu;Lens_.yn_.-in
fluencing newsstand sales--a doubtful value-, he says, ana.-1. m_. inclined
to agree with him. He lists several magazines that do very wexl without
illustrations., or at" the mo-sf small spot sue cones--cne only, ore.i in pur
field being F&SF. Mow-, while it may be true thac in the .economics of
marine pSbiFshing the outlay for art is approaching the pc-inu oi di
minishing returns, and as far as a lot of readers are concerned the
money spent for art could better be S' ent- for stories, the-fact. still
remains that a lot of us like purpy p. otures with our stories:and would
followed. the
be greatly saddened if all the see.ere fiction magazines7
r?: Science
example of F&oF of having no art work except rer w
trated?^.and in
fiction magazines from tne very beginning ha-.-e been
-oulp;S--it? s
many instances much more
-1 ir.qtrq ,eo. ,n?.n

ALVA' ROGERS
5213 EwILI/ES DR.
CASTRO" VAIlElr," CALIF

just sort of been traditional, you might say. There have been as many
back artists in the field as there have been hack writers, but the. good
illustrators (and there have been some damn good ones) were as far su
perior to the bulk of the illustrators of general pulp magazines as the
superior science fiction author was and is to the average pulp writer.
Whether or not most sf art is good art in a critical sense is immateri
al to me; what interests me is whether or not the artist combines com
petency .with imagination and a liking for science fiction--the absence
of any one of these three basic requirements relegates him to the sta
tus of a hack in my opinion, It has always seemed to me that science
fiction and fantasy just beg to be illustrated, and in many instances
the right artist has been able to greatly enhance the pleasure of read
ing a good story. The combination of A, Merritt’s fantasies and Virgil
Finlay's illustrations in the old Famous Fantastic Mystern es and Fan
tastic Novels (the Munsey editions, primarily) seemed to me and count
less other fans to be a perfect union of two art forms. Any true fan
(in Mr. Wood's definition of the term) can come up with any number of
additional examples--including , I’ll bet, Redd Boggs. ((I.'m no true fan
(in Mr. Wood’s definition), but the illustrations of John R. Neill
greatly enhanced, for me., the Oz books which I've read. Iv The state
ment that "the superior science fiction writer was and is (superior) to
the average pulp writer" is a particularly innocuous one. Our best is
superior to the average of another comparable field:; yes, but so what?
The important consideration is whether or not our best equals their
best, or if our average is superior to their.average. I suppose fans of
every field of escape literature consider their own particular interest
vastly superior to the other comparable fields, since obviously the one
you enjoy is an art form while the others are merely entertainment. But
is this really the case? Science fiction may be superior to mystery
fiction or western-stories only because we are all science fiction, and.
not mystery or western, fans.))
'
.
'
.
"
I don't have too much to say about Dave
Locke's article being on less than intimate terms with rock & roll mu
sic. Most of what I .inadvertantly hear negates any merit it may have in
terms of a beat or rhythm with idiotically banal lyrics or puerile me- •
Iodic lines. A strong beat just isn't enough to satisfy me . .musically-not when I have to listen to the lyrics and the incredible monstrosi
ties that wail, shriek and moan them. Your point is well taken (from
■
experience, I would assume?) on the subject of conformity in adolescent
society, as well as in society.in general. Character and.personality
.
certainly are.not the.keys to acceptance in the teenage group. My,old-:
est son is thirteen and in the eighth grade, is of good character ahd
has a reasonably pleasant personality. He is a Boy Scout and takes his'
Scouting seriously, doesn't follow the variant fads of teenagers, has a
high IQ and tends to look at things' (almost anything) seriously and
speak at times rather pedantically--a personality fault that earned him
the fairly adhesive nickname of "the professor" back in grammar school
days. He stubbornly refuses, to conform and as. a result is considered a
"Clyde" (I believe that's the term currently in use, around here any
way) by his more conforming classmates. My wife and .I, on the other
hand, conform to a certain degree in our suburban community--at least .
apparently. But we have one beautiful safety'valve to keep us from
flipping--fandom; and when we can get away from Castro Valley and get :.
with our fannish friends we feel exhilarated and rejuvenated. Tire older
I get the mere I value fandom, and in spite of both Ed Wood, and Joe
’ibson I imagine it will still be around for a good long time yet, pro
dding a much needing catharsis.against the inanities and stulifica'>
? J

, ■ tions of modern society•*-*at least for this aging suburbanite.

JUANITA COULSON My, you do take examples literally, don’t you? I meant
ROUTE"3 '
to indicate that I was cap able of slacking on sue a a sWABAShT INDIANA, sorted types of music and listening with enjoymer.c uo
.
-■
. a2.i... I rarely do. At various times I’m in an Ai.co-Cjban mood, or a Russian serious mood, or a folky mood, or an.et..±ni^
mood, or a religio ; mood, or an operatic mood, or a big beat mood,, or a
cool iazz mood-, or a show-tune mood, or a choral mood-r-and tyes, i~inn
all these types of records in my collection. Care to come up ana listen
sometime? It wouldn’t do any good. If you care to use food-music si
miles,. I feel free to do the same.,May I say that your tastes reminu me
of the stuck-in-the-rut male who wants meat, potatoes, and. green beans,
and coffee on the table every evening-, and cereal, eggs, , juice and'cof
fee every morning, and ham-on--rye. and coffee every noon and, by Goa,
■you better not try to change, it. or there's gonna be iur fiyin ano 1
won’t eat it, I won’t, I won’t! ((-I wonder if Buck can tell usj/hat
makes you think that men throw tantrums at the dinner table.-.
course, I don’t, think you’re being nearly so stuck in the mud. But if
you ‘go around assuming because. I said I-like nea-rly .all types of- music ..
that ipso facto I like anything;, that calls itself music anywhere, ...any
time, and in., equal degrees., then you didnkb read mw very well.. I cited
several examples of degree-.and-; -delinite dislike right- there afore your
very”eyes. Additional definite dislikesn poorly performed Protestant
hymn-singing (in my opinion, .99%
is- heard in this ca^egor^ is
poorly performed--it is,. you should, excuse thp expression, Un-Suspired)5
c ruddy pop music, by which I mean. . a lousy beat, uxo. feeding, some^un- .
bearable, gargling, •sophomoric -group that hasn t Lie slightest :iaea .
what it's doing, besides, making. money; any serious music rendered by.incompetents--overtrained living-room sopranos or Wednesday nigne busi-. . .
ness -college’alumni’s symphonettes; -and ;any number of other things. And
of course there are many types of music that only- leave me. mi-dxy en
tertained: backgroundy .stuff, not irritating, but n.ot .memo.palleei+• lq p Y»
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I wonder which of Chet Davis' rock,1 roll bufi/ha ber.,categories
I fall into? I am.neither a teenager-nor .an old, nostalgic person, A
.
freak,-obviously-r-or I wouldn't be in fandom,
. ■
-.
.
.
1
J .’
..
.
.
No, censorship of mam- .
ages between black and white rabbits wasn't practiced in:1'91?^
the status of the Negro wasn' t enroachsng and there was 110 aapger, . and ..
the fear of mi sc.egna tian' wasn’t something you mentioned in, poll ue soci
ety, much less acknowledged by. banning a book, fou just pOok. out >ne
poor black who happened to look sideways...at the-wrong time aria burned .
-But censorship has been...in .effect., not only hear but .ab.'.bad. for.
.
political reasons', or sexual;mores, but generally for Judeao-^nriscian
reasons
such as -the censoring of Ltravrogin.-’s Confession rrom postoevsky's-first magazine.publication of iiThe_Pcssessecl,or thefuror• and. .
round session with, his .editor.; over "The Brothers Karamazov,1. and this
at a time when-his career was .made, and he .was a literary gianu.._
.
pretty strongly about censorship because it . cost-, me a jpo—hasany.
other fan made a'choice of lore-me-love--my-f an zine, or-. you-can v-iire
me-I-quit? .And in this ..respect,. I'm against ^ny .censorship^ . ii-.CxUy.-xng
Warner’s theoretical religious sect fornicating in .the pu.Dlic square,
rf they aren’t nhysic ally hurting, anyone and, if there i-ny .t, an <Oxn-.

?.nce already on the books, it's no one's damn business and no one's
making the shockable sorts look--go thou and do likewise. ((For shame,
enticing us with the comment that you'd lost a job because of censor
ship and then not continuing with details. But I rather dislike the no
tion that unless something causes actual physical damage, it is excusa
ble. Some forms of mental anguish can be and are as torturous as any
form of physical torture yet devised. That doesn't happen to apply to
the case you cited, but it is nevertheless a factor which ought to be
taken into consideration.))
Your ideas on education might arouse more
interest or comment on my part if I hadn't already sat through.many ■
discussions of same in education classes in a-teacher's college. I
quite assure you that the profession isn't sitting around with its.head
stuck in the sand refusing to see reason--they're all in favor of im
proving matters or experimenting with new methods. ({-Come now--ail?'/)
It is one thing to propose a matter and another to put it into effect.
In the ability-grouping system you suggest (an idea several, thousand
years old, I might add), the first bottleneck is. equipment, I laugh at
your 25-35 student adverage in a room0, perhaps in the Baltimore area,
but in many it's closer to U^-70, with split sessions. Schools are tra
ditionally built to hold a moderate amount of large classes, while^ the
ability-grouping system calls for large amounts of tiny classes. This,
would entail"partitions across the rooms,-groups meeting in the princi
pal's office, the teacher's washroom, the gym, the basement, and.all,
manner of unconductive-to-learning places. ((-When I was in the eighth
grade in a school conducted under currently normal conditions, I had
three periods of mathematics per week' in the cafeteria, and two. history
periods per week in a sheet-metal shop. "Homeroom" was a home-economics
classroom, with ovens lining the walls and metal tables (with soggy
dough from the last class clinging to them) as seats. Frankly, I don t
see how this situation could have worsened no matter what system was
substituted...)) Then there is the matter of personnel; more, small
classes require more teachers (or the same teachers in more places at
the same time...) Of course, your biggest bottleneck, and indeed a
brick wall, is the mass of parents--and not only .the parents, of the
clods, but the parents of the bright kids as well (they don't want
their kids to be 'special,11 to think they're better than the average
and turn into little smart-alecks--the parents, .too, have been bitten,
by the creeping mediocrity bug, even if those parents have university
degrees and should know better). And when the parents are against.it ,.
you have a problem., since they' re the tax-payers supporting this insti.-

■
'-x •
s......
Of course, if you happen, to live in Indiana, where a township
trustee is God in the business of the school and if that trustee hap-,
pens to be an old goat who thinks the kids should be. out plowing the
fields or working in his factory anyway, your education plan is shot
from the start, because he has a Security Coucil type "veto.
.
One plan .
that is receiving cautious approval in the Midwest and parts of the.
East is the Primary Unit Plan. This requires several years.preparation
for teachers and parents, and education for the latter-,, but it is get
ting in. This sets up a large unit for the primary grades, kindergarten
to say, fourth grade. The same amount of teachers.are used, bu^ there
are no grades. The kid comes in at one end and comes out the other-- .
whenever lie's ready. If he can do the'work of K-1-2-3^in two and one
half years, fine; he'll end up in the intermediate unit before he is .
■ight years old. This is not too likely, but possible for a reanytution.

’ bright child. If it happens to take a kid five or six year£, that can
be handled too. But since it is a large group broken up into, secv.iors
rather than separate rooms and grades that is considered,^ ic s ea.sn.-_
to'nut the emphasis on the individual child and individual progress. One of the biggest problems for the teacher herself is the elementary
supervisor or whatnot breathing down her neck every time she has co
flunk a kid in her room. This method helps cut down on that,
,
.
'
..
..
•■
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the teaching profession is roughly comparable to that of a sensitive
officer in charge of a front-line infantry group in wartime., Ii: he
>mclod, he will get the .job .done- the way he’s told and- probaoly gev
mended -as a good officer to -wins battles.- If he’s sensitive.,: he may get
the job done that way,, but something dies inside him, or he. goes loopy, •
or neurotic., Responsibility is a- great burden if you are aware, .of it,
and good teachers- are. -If..you1 re in-elementary, you may have charge of
anywhere, from 20 to 70 children from six to eight hours. a day.:. Maybe
■
what you say. and do is sliding off each little back, out every po. of-ten it makes a very deep impression and influences. that child, yoiy une
rest of his li^e. This is very -true in the lower. grades, because. -the . kids are“so. impressionable, but it weighs on good.high.school and- juni
or high school teachers , too-. This is’ the. age where the kid is .going
through adolescence, adjusting his body and .his mind, and where, hej s
making decisions on -what his going to do wich his life. Perhaps «■ kid
was teed off way down in.the grades, but maybe_he had a good send-off
from the primary teacher and a rotten job in high school can turn him
from good professional material to a third-grade buttoii-pu-saer in the
local electric can opener factory.
■
’
. .
.
:
■
This is why teachers are -sick, , phy
sically and mentally, so much of the time. Their health is shot,, their
nerves are shot, and. if they have to fight the school system itself and
the parents too, they are shot as teachers.. and say the hell with.it and
try to divorce their., souls from what they do. .
.
1 . ■
. ...
. . :
■
"
This is why they .quit -,
teaching to take a. job which requires less courage;and. dedication, -a- '•
job which doesn't weigh one down with the realization., that; the teaching
one does today may have something to, do with the formation,, the secting
on the life path, of another Scllweitzer--or Hitler..’ ..
,
’
As you know, when I wrote the piece on Gibson I ex
pected to find myself forced to the .battlements and
consequently charged forth in full iodine-dipped' ar
mor./ The trickle of response makes me feel as, though
__________
„ dry moat. I'm not quite certain if the cays-e, is 'that:I’ve __
fallen
into a
everybody is already hiding from the Ogre in my castle- or that every-.,
body is already serfs of Joe Gibson.' It was a surprise uo find uhe
Black Hight being'played by Terry Carr. Sir Terry’s deadly barb.about
•
my "perspicacity and insight" and quality as a thinker was a pain, but
was somewhat alleviated by the accolades from the Lords Boggs, Rogers,
and Breen which are mounted on my shield, (though..they don' t-iappear in,. .i
your letter column). I may convene a meeting-of’. the Round Table any ,.
leap year now, and any thinkers beneath the rank of ..Boggs, Rogers., and
Breen (with the exception of myself) wtll.be expelled. I hope ...the Ogre
doesn't turn on Terry in.-the Outer Darkness. .But enough :about Bir Ter
ry. While the catapults are being- cranked for the .storming of the ^port
cullis on Jane Street, I’d like to acknowledge the cnc.rmmg note irom
ribsori:

DICK BERGERON
li'O BANK STJfflET
NEW YORK J5, N.Y

’

■
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I wonder why the beknighted Joe is pleased that I was "the one" to
write that article? Evidently he expected such an article, though I
don't quite understand why he expected it to come from "the avant garde
group of young fans"__or why he thinks my article reveals "in sharp de
tail exactly how /’my/ group feels and thinks", That last sounds vaguely
like gullt-by-association to me. No group of fans should be judged by
my personal expressions of opinion. And it’s flattering to us as s.
group, but there’s no obvious reason why the answer should have been
expected of "the avant garde group of young fans". Let’s restore credit
where credit was due; Many of the old time fans are also conscientious
people of great integrity and could just as likeljr be expected to de
nounce the spreading of suspicion through John Birch Society techniques
as any "avant gar re group of young fans". As a matter of fact, if Joe
still reads Shan.gri E’Affaires he’ll find that my article has already'
been one-upped by Alva Rogers..; who has been "an active fan for more
than twenty years, man and bnoy, come next Whitsuntide," and who also ■
feels that "suspicion breeds distrust, fear and hatred, and God-knows,
there’s too much of that in the world today without inflicting its can
cer on the body of fandom," That’s one of the'finest descriptions.of
John Birch Society effects I’ve ever read; is it more worthy of answer
ing because it didn’t come from one of the "avant garde group of young
fans," Joe?
Joe closes on the pleasant thought that the new young fans
will contribute a lot to. fandoms "Sometimes, in spite of /.eu.r/selves.
You know, I get the vague impression that Joe Gibson is trying to say
something but can’t quite bring himself to say it. I do hope the cause
isn’t that Joe is so embittered and frustrated that he can’t bring him
self to express his feelings in other than sni.de indirection and inex
plicit innuendo. It’s a pity that a fan who can go so far to antagonize
people as to call them neurotic (without naming them, of course) and
charge others of attempting to ".turn fandom into their private sanitar
ium" doesn't have the decency .to come out and say what’s bugging him.
The simplest, cure is to put up or shut up, Joe, and fandom will be bet
ter off for either course,
.
After Joe’s vaguely stated objections to
fans who discuss HUAC riots,, etc., I was agreeably taken aback to read
that he considers Warhoon "both readable and Interesting." This casts a
new light on my decision to drop him from the mailing .list, but, as .
yet, not a sufficiently blinding one to make me change my mind. (It has
long been customary for fans to drop individuals from their mailing
lists and Gibson, as we shall see, has no compunctions about cutting
his mailing list.) It’s heartening.to learn that he does read the maga
zine, but I'm afraid the news doesn’t quite overcome his reply to Sir ■
Terry’s attempts in G2 #7 :to get him to trade it for Ligbthou.se, Joe
told Terry: "But honestly, the one thing we don't want around here is
anybody’s 66-page.fanzine(Joe’s underlining.)- Now, I know Joe didn't
mean Warhoon in that iron-clad blanket lack of interest in large fan
zines because Gg #5 contains an inked-in plea for a trade arrangement
of four Warhcons for twelve G2s and on the backs of #s 6, 7, and 8 the
fact that "Y'ou’ve got nothing to worry about yet" is checked. Well, I
suppose I could go on sneaking Warhoon to Joe under his underlining,
but as one of the "avant garde group of young fans" the word "honestly"
has a different meaning to me than it apparently does to Joe.-I don't
like the idea of sending Warhoon to someone who goes around misrepre
senting, himself to great guys like Terry Carr. Concerning whom, I note
the bombarding equipment is now in place:
.
What Terry means by "descend.t
-J

. ing to the level of nit-picking” isn't too clear to me because I don’t
even know what ''nit-picking” moans. If the citing of a maze of contra
dictions that effectively topple a position is nit-picking, then leps
make the most of it; An argument has to be defensible from any up- _ ;proach and if a couple of pin-pricks let all of the hot a’ir out of ir,
it's no defense to claim that they were only pin-pricks. The validity . .
of an attack or position is decided by argument, not by calling it .ap
attack or position and adding an adjective'. As for the example of "nut- . picking in return” which he advances, I do wish he'd based it on some- : •
thing other than his poor memory. He claims that since, he can’t recall
anything I’ve written about sf (prior to the article,on Burroughs) my.
answer to Gibson (that at least one fan who has'discussed HUAC, etc.;
■
has discussed sf) falls through.. Sorry, Terry, but- Live written three
other articles on sf in Warhoon. That puts me two.articles ahead of -Joe
Gibson in the five G2-s I have. ’(But I'll grant you that your example to
show us how "ridiculous nit-picking is” couldn't have been better cho-;,sen. Even if we exclude myself as;_the refutation, Joe' s charge that .
"you certainly don't catch them / the "neurotics” who discuss student
,
"riots” and the HGUA, caplts'lism 'and'communisiri, peyote and marijuana,
etc/7 talking about Science'fiction ” can be debunked by pointing out .
Ted'"White and Walter .Bre.en.r-or, dp .you really think we need a roll call
on this subject?). For all Joe's protestations about what other fans are
talking about in- their fanzines, to. the exclusion of sf ,, 15 should note
■
that'-he’s only-writteh one Article about it in the last five issues of
his magazine, Gg. seems to be a melange of writing about jazz, astrono
my, and an imperceptibly edited letter • column.
. (., .
'
•
■
■ , (We might wonder,) for- a
moment, whether the-amount of. space devoted to.sf in a fanzine is a . ■ ■
particularly good yard-stick to decide -whether its .editor is neurotic,
or whether or hot the fan in question ..was one of the neurotics Joe.,
meant. If this is the gauge by which the decision is arrived at,' it
would be apparent that Terry himself falls within- suspicion, for the
vast amount of his output has nothing, to do- with sfy, Bon !t you agree, - ■
Terry, that it would have been, better for Joe to have plainly stated,
what and who he was talking about rather than impliedly■inviting fandom
to take measures with his loosely, marked ruler? If not, why not?) .
.
. (
■ -.. " - '
■
■ "
If I
thought Gibson was talking about "the lunatic, fringe,, per se,” perhaps
I was misled, by the title of his article? "Cheats, Frauds, Thieves..,'
..;
Whores and Moochers--A Brief Discussion’of the) lunatic Fringe”Inter- •> ■
preting Joe Gibson isn’t the most savory job I.can. think'of for Terry,. ,
but I'm' indebted to him for attempting to take it on.-Terry says, '-'Gib
son was saying that the danger isnot so much the mooc-hers as this'. ■ 1 Brotherhood of .Fans tradition which gives the occasional leech pretty
free reign.” I'll, agree with Terry-' s point that "it's bad form to throw
over■one's group tradition .without announcing your intention before
hand,” but .1 don' t think Joe' s target, was the Brotherhood of Fans trad- .
ition. If We can. judge from the editorial' of G2. #6 (and God- only knows
whether or not we can) it wasn' t. In;.this editorial,, written long ..after
CFTW&M, Gibson wrote? "There is nothing" -§ercon about the ■ things-..fandom
believes ,in— such as. having ourselves a hellova good time :-at conven
tions. This is our ...'brotherhood of Fans' I have reference to, this gen
eral fun & games we’re in fandom to enjoy.", If- anything, Joe■lauds the
Brotherhood of Fans tradition. To be more precise, Joe's target was
probably (and I think this was what• Te'rry mainly meant to get across as
well) the idea that A Fan Can Do No Wrong. However, I'm not ready to
_nsult the intelligence of fandom by elevating this idea to the status
(

-

-

-

•

of a tradition. This thesis of every bitter fan feud has been directly
contrary to this thought. The administrative difficulties oi tre iV-?
PAPA, TAFF, and the traditional thievery of unfilled subscriptions at
uhe end of a fanzine's run has long since convinced all but. .til© FII
gullible that A Fan Can Do Wrong. I've said some blunt things about
Joe Gibson, but I won't go so far as to say he thinks the idea that A
Fan Can Do No Wrong is a fannish tradition. And I can’t believe Jce;s
article was intended for the gullible (i,e., those who think fans can
do no wrong) because it was so circuitously written that omy those __
Most In The Know were very clear who or what he was writing about. With
the thought in mind that you don't lecture the gullible by being so
obscure that they think you’re a lunatic and begin to doubt what you
have to say, I would add that the best way to prove that A Fan Can. Do
Wrong (if you think the contrary has mounted to a position that needs
exposing) is to quite clearly name the parties you think consi-ituue a
threat -co fandom--not: hint that certain fans are thieves and then give
their occupations or activities* This last is indistinguishable in ef
fect, if not intent, from the Welchian statement, that 1% of Catholics
are communists..
_
Terry seems to think ±’m slightly out of bounds in
thinking "Gibson should have named names then and there" and went on
to says°"My impression is that Gibson was simply serving notice that he
would name names where called for by future incidents, and calling upon
other fans to., do the same_.xn the future.'1 Well, F.M. Busby,in Cry #1 >6
is "all for /naming names/ in preference to the bit of making vague.ac
cusations against unspecified parties- such that inn dp ent-but^-sensitive
types come down with a bad case of conscience.", Dick Lupofi in,Axe
#21s "If Gibson was right in the first place, it is ,0 er vainly,incumbent
upon him to name some names.’" Ella Parker in Orion f-28: "...why didn't
he do as he urges us to do, and name nam.es?" Alva Rogers^in Shaggy ?r59»
"...come on, Joe, who are they?" Betty irujawa in .Cry
"1$ for one,
would like to know. . -I feel there may .be many others like me in this
respect." Steve Schultheis in Cry #1y7: "Joe Gibson, says to name names
(though he refrains from doing so himself). More and. more of us second
that motion, not only to protect the innocent, but to clear the air. In
Roscoe’s sweet name,, people, either give out with the details or shut
up about it!" So I don't feel I'm very far off the. beaten track. But
let's be fair. Perhaps Terry is right.- Perhaps Joe deserves an. oppor
tunity to give warning •(•even if he ill ■•advisedly chose to couch it in
innuendo).. Maybe "in the future" he intends to name names. Jej_l, a
glance at G2 #7 doesn’t make me very opuimistioc in thau issue are
three examples of censorship by Joe Grhson. Rick. Sneary .and FcM. Busby
named names in their letters and he cut them out! F.MC Busby in Gj2 -v7
asked Joe, "Where do we start?" Joe replied: "Do .you.think I’ ll go
banging a tin suit around on some beney horse, doing in the bla^kguardd
of fandom, while the rest of you sit snug, in your fat castles in the
clouds? Hah!" Is this what you thought he meant in serving notice that
he '■‘would name names in the future and calling upon others to do the
same," Terry? I think Joe has no intention of naming names.
I, think
Joe Gibson has no intention of putting himsexf in a position where he
can be sued for libel.
'
Which brings us to E.E. Evans, who cannot sue.
Terry suggests "that the exception was made in this' case precisely.be
cause Evans is dead and therefore immune from character-assassination
or anything which.may be interpreted as sucn.".The notion chau death
bestows immunity from character--a.«aassinacion is slighycy beyond.me.
Does Terry think it's impossible to rob a dead man of his good name or

- charge him unjustly?/ Dees he ■ think it's impossible to say of a dead'man:
that he was
dope addict, a thief, a plagiarist?. But I must apolbpsze
for not noticing that "Gibson defended 'Evans in the passage in-ques
tion." I've just cheeked those paragraphs and have come to the conciusion that I hope Joe never has occasion to come to my defense. The
part of his resurrection that could be loosely construed a defense.is
this? "And of course, after -I'd visited EE Evans a few times, someone .
asked me if he’d ever tried to make me. He/hadn’t; and he wouldn't.'- ■
The rest of his remarks don’t.bead like a defense; they read like a ■.
case'history. After- all the vile things Laney said about LA fandom for
years it seems to me that a defense that starts, out by repeating' stale
implications of homosexuality should be pretty explicit in its refuta
tion. Gibson could mean One of three things? (aJ’Evans was too sick to
make the attempt, (b) he didn’t care for Joe physically, or (c> he /
wasn't queer. In the context of the rest of Gibson’s remarks on Evans- ("so pain-wracked he couldn’t see straight") it could be (a), in' the :
context of Terry’s comments it might be (c), and in the context of the
Laney atmosphere it might be'(b). Impossible to speak ill of the dead?
Joe managed it and Terry tells us this is a defense’.
■
'
'
'
Inasmuch as the
Moskowitz' seem to have established a hanmerlock- hold on the front
runner position in the Fug.ghead: section of this year’ s va-nac. Poll, ■
Terry’s equation of my comparison of the effects’ of the actions of
Gibson and Welch as "dangerously close, to the. kind of -fuggheadedness
which led Chris-Moskowitz to sue Ted White for libel over a fan argu
ment" is nettlesomef Terry adds, "Both, it' seems to meyinvolve’ taking
the matters out of their appropriate context ?: fandom,-, and its' tradi
tions." First of all, Joe's desire to .over-throw what he might havethought of'as a tradition, ac'bordihg to Terry, was not at-issue in my
article, As I said, "There’ s-no reason why we shouldn't be aware "of the
predatory among us and every reason why we should." I wouldn’t even
’ have minded if Gibson had confined his tirade to a warning_ that he. was
about to overthrow a fa.nhj.sh tradition. But he didn’t. I didn’t attack
an attempt to overthrow a fannish tradition (all that is quite beside
the point since a tradition that hides thieves' and cheats is my -enemy
too/, what I did attack was the method in which it was done. And J in
tend to resist these methods and label them for what -they- are whether I
find them practiced by the House Committee on Un-American- Activities,
the John Birch Society, or Joe. Gibson. Joe's intentions may-be the
best; his methods are the worst. Terry is-a trifle unfair in tying-my
comparisons to the tradition-rending article in Shaggy? I made clear
that the attacks on unnamed neurotics who discussed- the HiTAC was- part
and parcel of my case against Gibson—the Shaggy article was part of
the context, not the point of it.
■
Since Terry has -seen fit-' to seek sup
port, by comparison, from the actions of Chris Moskowitz (and it's a
proper method of dramatization if, in this case, invalid), I should
like to note that the man who mighf‘conceivably be' considered
■
Christine's guide to fannish traditions-has some consolation for him.
Sam Moskowitz, in G-2 #8, said,- "In this last respect /what constitutes
a sane and desirable relationship in the social,aspects cf-fandom/,
your recent article in Shangri L'Affaires was superb."
,
Inasmuch as Ter
ry's concern for the traditions of fandom is so pressing, I have a few
questions for him? Is it a fannish tradition to give loose descrip
.
lions that narrow speculation down to ten people and then.' say that one
of them is a thief and thus cast suspicion unjustly on all ten? is it a

fannish tradition to point to fans who discuss student riots and the
HUAC and then say ''The only real fault with such neurotics is that some
of 'em are, or become, somewhat untrustworthy. Neurotics occasionally
are trashy types. They’ll cheat. Some are thieves."? These don’t belong
to the traditions of fandom as I know it. Hell, more importantly, they
don't even belong to the traditions of fair play and candor. Fear and
hate and suspicion can be spread by these techniques in fandom jusu as
quickly as anywhere else, Terry. Are these the traditions or the ta.nu.om
you know? What was that about treading "dangerously close to Moskowitz
type fuggheadedness" again, Terry?
If subsequent discussion discloses
that I've been wrong in any of the foregoing, I’ll cheerfully.apologize
for any errors or mistaken opinions. I'm not frightened of being edu
cated or proven wrong in any respect. As a matter of fact, if anyone
can refute the blacker aspects of my conclusions, it’ll come as some
thing of a relief to me. In the above unfortunate matters I'd much
rather be wrong than right.

-■

I think you've made a mistake in leaving kindergarten out
of your "ideal" school. You probably considered that kids
don't learn anything in kindergarten--but they do. They
learn what it’s like to go to school, to mix with other
children--including listening occasionally when they’d rather talk--and
in general the rudiments of social, behaviour. It may amount to applied
baby-sitting, but it takes a hell of .a load off the first grade teach
er, who can devote her time.to teaching knowledge.instead of behaviour.
City kids may know how to play together, out the idea of school activi
ty is foreign to them and an orientation course helps out. Rural child
ren often don’t even know how to play together, or how to talk to other
children, before they’re shoved into, school.. ,i>ruce doesn't; at the mo
ment he hasn't the vaguest idea of how to go about playing with other
children. Without kindergarten, he’ll spend most of the first.grade
learning social customs. I douo'c if you need nine montns of kindergarten, but you should have at least a couple'of months of "pre-school"
training in order to get the most out of your school.
.
A Powers cover
has one very forceful argument in its favor: it i_s i.^^dia-jtely identi
fiable as science fiction. I think this is a large factor in both, the
success of the Ballantine stf line and in.the ±act thau other artists
are coming more and more to imitate Powers, as far as stx paperbacks
?o. Any paperback publisher will tell you that stf books have.a defi- .
nite following; it's to their advantage to package their stf in a man
ner that will identify it to those interested even though the interest
ed party takes only a hasty glance at a crowded newsrack. Powers covers
accomplish the feat; the only comparable stf line .as far as idencification goes is the Ace sense-of-wonderisn covers, which are also easily
identifiable as stf. (For a horrible example, look.at Gold Medal's I 1
Am Legend"--a very pretty cover, but it doesn't tell you a damned thing
about the contents of the book.) Of course, some publishers still try
to palm off their stf as something else; sex novels ("Titan's Daughter
from Berkley), "suspense" ("The Body Snatchers" from Dell), or war-no-vels ("False Night" from Lion, and "The Naked and the Damned'from Pop
ular Library—that one was camouflaged as a sexy war novel). Buu the..
more successful lines are going more and more to Powers or Powers imi
tators. They’re attention-getters. (Signet has particularly poor covers
in this line; I have a hell of a time finding a new Signet paperback, .
even when I'm looking for it.) ((-Since giving a list of my .favorite sf-
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/proZine covers a few issues ago, I have had occasion to browse through
my unkempt stacks of magazines once again and. several ado-'cicuc.r -.otrations came to light. None of these are spectacular art, out dil ux
them struck my fancy in some manners Ed Valigursky’s covers for tR *
April and June 1955 Fantastic, and for the August and November W jmazing Stories; Mel Hunter's cover for the December 1956 If; J; **x«n
St. John.’s cover for the November 1955 Qtppr htprlus^ and Robert G.u..un
Jones’ cover for the March 1953 Other Wcr.’ ’
Larry Williams seems? to
feel that I was attacking insurance companies; I.wasn’t. All I . said was
that they take your money and make a profit for themselves ouoRi a sing
it, and they do.' Eo they do it by making investments with it, iu
still possible for a private individual to invest his.money and p the
average, the^individual would.make.a.bigger profit..!^, jie inves uea in
stead of : buying insurance.., The catch .is. simply that ho. one can know
whether hisUif e ' expec tancyi/is./above or below average*.ine same .applies
to fallout shelters- (except that theyRepresent a.yery low;gra^e insur
ance). The average individual will be better off without, one, out now
do. you know, you?re. average?, fon have... to ..balance the c.o^u of any..pur 
chase against the. probable benefit->in fallout, shelters that cost js
too high in relation to the benefits for. mppt., people,, but-i£ 1 nac tnat
kind of money, .to spendi I’d have a shelter. (If I.lived-in Baltimore , I
wouldn’t.have one--and as regards your comment about.cars, pn issue or
two back,' if I moved to Baltimore. I wouj-d-probably get, rid of my car,
too. In-a big. city, the coat.doesn’ t. equal, the benefits; you can rent a
car if you have .to go.. out of town.,) «I very. much , doubt, tnat selling
your car would be economically plausible.. Depending of course upon uhe
■distance you'd travel to work,, etc, and the frequency, of _ the trips, you
WouM probably spend a tremendous, amount. of money on.taxicabs<The
transit system is pitiful..,, and the old saw. ..’‘You can' t get tn.ere fiom
here" aptly, applies to most areas of Baltimore if you. c(epepd on tne
• bus/trolley system. At very.best, you would, have to leave your home a
half-hour earlier, per ..every mile. you. wished ..to travel in. order to reach
a destination on time...-)) ■ ... .
.
■
r
JUNE BONIFAS
I am sure that the Catholic Church would- oppose Seth
m3PHONOS. . ' Johnson’s; suggested sterilization of the slums,., for the
' SAN^A FE«- N-M;
same reason she opposes'birth control., and that it
—~ “
would be impossible to pass;laws to .bring this .about o
ver the opposition of the. church.,.; if anytnihg .wer.e^ to oe accomplished
along- such lines, it would have to .be done,,priyate+y and. secrej^y. It
is certainly a terrible thing, .if it is true. ,Uf.-ab. icy I0 half v^e
births in New.York City.will be into relief,families.. I.thought condi
tions were bad in the hill -villages of this state,, but tney
no
that bad.,'and they are improving, slowly.,
.
,
..
- ,
. ... ■
.. -.. .. .
Various thoughts occurred to.
me in reading the latters-on the subject of nuclear, war„ Rirst Rnere is
your comment , on Dave Locke’.s .--.statement. "The e.ff.eO ts 01 radio, cion ai e
not cumulativeYou say "Badq.ati.on damage and/.dosage fs accumulative
■ over a more or less, short period pf_ time, ^depending' upon; thn hao.f-xif e
of the substance) when taken;-directly into tne . body , , whi on scp.a ..^^ like
a refutation', but is .not.. Dosage taken imo the _body is. a. dhiereiu
matter than that .to which he. presumably re,ie.rre.u-,.. Whdunep da^^ a.'different times .separated by-, .-several, days is cumulative or ^ assuming i
is. mild, can be repaired or.- " thrown...off is^probably non. Ao wp ^Regu
lations ■ governing -exposure of. atomic workers, assume trow io may oe cu
mulative, but I -do not; think the .authorities^ really know,; .

On what grounds do people assume that the ICEM’s will come in the mid
dle of the day? I should think the enemy would figure more people could
be killed by making his strike at night, when everyone is in bed a- ;
sleep, and most would not hear the warning sirens or react in time,
((No one can positively predict the time a future war might begin^ par
ticularly if it is started accidentally as many think.it may be. How
ever, we can make a certain number of logical assumptions in this re
gard, based on strategical premises the enemy is likely- to consider. If
the attack were deliberately planned, it would probably take place in
the late fall (on the assumption that the enemy would want to h.arvest
and store
crops before beginning a nuclear holocaust), at noon, on a
Tuesday. The latter two situations exist because it is at that time,on
•
that day, that (1) more people are in the cities, and (2) more suburban
dwellers are away from their 'shelters/basements. Dr. H. Bently Glass
theorizes that this is the most favorable possible time and date fora
nuclear attack, .and ocher scientists agree more or less exactly./)
•
■■■■■■
■> J do
not believe you . should assume. "the Russians are good shots'1. A miss of
several miles is possible, perhaps probable,in the present state of
the art? and this'is the reason it is not -as-'absurd as it may seem-to
encourage city dwellers to build fallcut shelters; "Ground Zero1- might
turn out to be in a suburb. The limitation of accuracy is one of tn-e reasons for wanting to use hydrogen bombs even against . small targets,.,
and also for interception of missiles* you can miss yo,dr., target and
still destroy it.
.
However, I believe Dick Schultz is right m supposing
that smaller bombs, such as ■ atomic bombs, .wpuld. bemused..on. minor tar- *
gets. For example, if the Russians decided that all fifty state capi
tols should be’hit, simple fission bombs, properly delivered,'should be
quite sufficient fop many capitols, Santa:.Fe included. And smaller
. i
’ bombs of this sort would undoubtedly be used.for such purposes if the
war should come soon, for there is. not a,. sufficient supply, of multi-me
gaton bombs on either side at present to:use them, profligately./Seth .
Johnson, it would appear, reads too much into the' claims'of'C. Wright
Mills. Even if one of the . "hell bombs’’ would do. all he says, we will ,
not have "over 1300 such missiles., and bombs"' within a year. Those We:
have and will have are mostly considerably smaller,, and the Russians .
will have still less, in the immediate future. According"tp" an .article
in the Denver Rost recently which seems to have been, Competently re--.- .
searched”, the most powerful ICBM warheads either .side hOX has opera-; .
tional are in the seven-megaton'class. We each have fifty.or so of
these, and will have about twice as many by. the, end' of this year. There
are supposed to be nearly, a thousand of .the. smaller missiles,, the Min
uteman, by 1965 (the bigger ones are Atlases, and _,a'hundred, or/so Ti-'
tans are to be ready the end of next year). This is bad ..enough,- -but it
■
is a long way from 1300 of ..ths. hell-bomos Mills, .describes. I do not be
lieve either we. or the Russians have .come anywhere, near' .that potential
ity as yet.;
...
..
/
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Deckinger’s piece on the "New Wave", was a
.
trifle too much of a catalogue, bu't: a good one
nonetheless. Until recently. I .had thought of _
myself as an inveterate "moviegoer if I-’went to
more than four, movies a year, but now I find,.I. can be conversant about
aany of both the arty and the Ilcllywpod variety films (in site-/'past week
I’ve seen "L’Awentura" and "Return to Peyton Place")..'
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In the latest Kipple,
Ted Piuls has a section of his
’’Quotes & Notes’”"’column devoted to the Maryland Freedom
Rides, CORE,
and the question of ’’non-violence”
as it
relates to the civil rights movement. He. has been dis
cussing this in general terms for a couple of issues
now,and while his enthusiasm for the goals being fought
for is; matched only by his determination not be to in
volved in the fighting,
I neither want to argue that
subject nor polemicize against T.ed! s arguments in the
column at hand.
Ris' ideas are common enough among peo
ple outside of the civil rights movement that they need
to be answered simply for the reason that the civil
rights movement .is,
of course,
attempting to enuist
those people in support of itself.

I’m going to circle around a couple of main points: the
first is. the nature, of . non-violence as it is used by
the civil rights movement, and second, is where the ci
vil rights movement is going and how it hopes to get
there. I’m bringing in the latter here because of one
line in Ted’s column which demonstrates his understand
able ignorance of these matters.
.
The discussion has to be put into the context of the
reality of the Negro community, as we say. 'Until two
years ago the best-known section of the civil_rights
movement was the leadership,
primarily the religious
leadership. The best example.of this section is probab
ly Martin Luther King, the minisxer__propelled into the
leadership of the Montgomery Bus .boycott of 19?P and
from there into the position of spokesman of•the entire
movement. In February of I960 the picture changed?.the
sit-ins began in Greensboro,North Carolina, and quick
ly spread throughout all but the deepest South with no
advanced planning
or prepared leadership. This phase,
which is substantially still the phase we are in today,
was initiated and is maintained by the Negro college
students; that is to say, the children of the Negro up
per class.
,

Don't be confused by that appellation. The Negro upper
class in the South can barely be compared with the lo
wer middle class
of the United States as a wnoie; all
such a phrase means is that, compared to the remainder
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of the Negro community,
the college student represents
two things: the children of the highest economic brac
kets, and those who aspire to rise above their parents'
social standings.
(Sociologically1 speaking, here,
as
elsewhere, Ted White, class terms are relative and not
absolute categories.) Traditionally,
the Negro upper .
class has predominantly consisted of professionals:
doctors, lawyers, teachers, undertakers and ministers.
Thus, both these ..students and the public Negro leader
ship such as. King stand in the highest economic and so
cial standing in the Negro community;. yet in addition,
to tins similarity,
there are tremendous differences
between them.
. ■
.
.

The students don’t want to become professionals., or.
part of the Negro upper class,just like their parents-or just like King. By and large they want to become so
cially mobile in the white community because they want
to be able to rise to the heights, to which they believe
whites may aspires business,
government,
education..
These are all,, by normal American standards, middle-.class aspirations.
But the students know they are not
yet middle class in any but the most stretched definition of the term,
one which even Ted White wouldn't
give it.
So here’s the difference between the estab
lished Negro civil rights leadership and the vigorous
Negro student
movement,
stated in the most . general
terms:
the religious leadership is part .of the;Negro .
community and does not need or want to move out pf it
for career
or livelihood purposes, and the students
want to do so with a passion.
..

;

'■

■
-...

•

.

(This is tremendous oversimplification of the positions .
of everyone involved, which are infinitely more com
plex.
They include,
of course* such elements as.the
permanent desire for racial equality and the willing.,
ness to work sincerely fur it;
all' sections, of the ci
vil rights movement have this and it isn’t at all cor- ..
rect to say that any parts of it are antagonistic to
each other, in this regard.)
-

The ministers developed as a leadership of the Negro,
movement for ore very good reason: the Negro church isan institution financially independent of white, con
trol, virtually the only one Negroes have. Within this
institution preachers came to represent the social as
well as the religious leadership of Negroes; it was on
ly natural then that any concerted movement by Negroes
for racial equality should have highly religious over
stories. King's ill adoption of Gandhi’s non-violent ap-

^'proach was able to strike a strongly responsive chord; and the Montgomi ery Bus Boycott in particular took on a strongly moral, semi-re.-j.g.'...
jvertone.
But non-violence on the part of the new student movement is qui be 0.11.ferent: in a word, it is a technique. Non-violence as a part of the ci
vil rights struggle is not a principle, but a practical uechniq.u.ov '-'‘-x.-.y
is it practicle?. For the very simple reason that if Southern Negroes
■use any other technique, they will be pulverized.

The civil rights movement-has few allies anywhere; the Northern liberal
movement does not significantly, support it, nor either of the pola. uj.-al
parties, nor the labor movement, nor, certainly, the chambers.01 com
. merce. However, it has. a tacit support from some sides: the liberal el
ements in the Democratic party and the labor movement•and, a not insig
nificant factor, the.■popular' opinions of virtually; every other country
-in the world.. The movement '.faces a strongjopposition--the Southern segregationist--which is anything but- inactive. For tae- civil r.i.gxius
movement to take on a violent form at this time would 011 end hue even
- tacit support that it has,-, and. give far more weight to the Southern se
gregationist point of view.
"
.
. '

But to repeats, this-, doesn’t mean that students sitting-in non-viol^ntly
' or Freedom Riders .submittirig; to beatingp are pacifists. They know uhe
value of their, non-resisting; .a value appreciated in the white couth
only by Mississippi, that dark state into which Freedom Riders,rode onfly to be-arresbed after they had come from a state where they naa been
beat,en. If the civil, rights movement. stares to fight physically, it
- will--you should pardon the expression—only blacken -its name.
■ Not only aren’t these'kids pacifists, tut neither are they Uncle Toms.
' lust because they are not physically fighting does not, as led recog
nizes, make them’cowards,-,. Neither' are they simply politely begging _or
the white men to treat them nice. They are•litqrally ■ disrupting commu
nitv life to the point where it .must either Suomit dp integration or
cease to function at all. A lunch counter will either serve Negroes or
it will serve no one; a bus company will allow biack rimers in all
parts of the bus or it will have no.busses: this is whao is happening.
. This is not polite, and it is hot obsequious. It is. demanding.

.
.
.

.

I said I would say something about where the- movement is going. I wish
I knew. I. know where it should'go\'but I cannot’ see very clearly where
it will. There is a.third section of the Negro community, 01 course,
besides.this upper class in motion. This is thy vast,majority of poor,
not to-say poverty-stricken, Negroes m the' United States--cne ocher
19,000,000. The movement has yet to ’really reach them, uhougxi if you
asked them they would probably say .they were 1 or Freedom Hides.

But how often do Negroes ride, inter.-state -buses, anyway? They want the
buses they ride to'work on:integrated. Which is more important to diem,
integrating lunch counters or' cracking, ail-white .industries and _.abor
unions?. When the civil rights movemenu, eicher oiyus own haru-to-u.etermine volition., or. because of the pressure of This-huge mass 01 the
negro population, begins to move, in terms’ of these daily, oread-andmuVlSWs whUJAuiy affect th* hourly
-T

will see a movement which will-.really cause a lob o*- ocu.ual aisruyCxon.
I’m looking forward to that, and I think in the ne.xu ben years ’*?us

likely td see some of it.
There are a few points in Ted's article which remain unanswered hut
which I can take care of now that I’ve filled in the background.lea.
is disappointed at the progress the Route h-0 restaurant.sit-ins have
made, it is only because he expected too much? real, major successes by
a small group such as the predominantly-white CORE are few and faz
tween. The Southern successes--in Greensboro, in Houston--were created
only when a major part .of the Negro community was actually pax cicipating. Unfortunate but'true, this isn't the case in Maryland, va_ianthough the efforts have been.
. •
.
■

Ted's questioning the policy of CORE's not using.the laws.to which they
have recourse when, for example, an individual sit-inner.is struck, I
assume means that he would be- in favor of their prosecuting persons.who
hit the demonstrators. This isn:t a good idea for several reasonsi.it
would distract public attention from what is really at issue; vindic
tiveness, particularly when the situation is really so impersonaiised
that an .individual isn't hit.for being himself, but for being someone
who is where ho is, doesn't make sense; and most important, CoRE does
n't have the resources,. They have, literally halt a million dollars to
raise to pay fines imposed by Mississippi on Freedom Riders, and it
■
would be silly for them to get involved in the expensive process of
prosecuting people against whom they quite probably couldn't geu much
of a judgment anyway. To forestall an argument, I suspect the value of
such prosecutions as a deterrent to future violence would be minima—.,
the violence only occurs--and this can be,shown quite easily--when
those instigating it have felt the law. to be already on their side.
Non-violence in the .civil rights movement has a meaning and a practical
use; not as a way of life, but as a. tool. Beyond.non-violence, and. .
within it, lies a tremendous force for good. It is today tne.on^y tool
for the Negro movement for real equality;, nothing else has worked, nor
does anyone outside of the Negro community have anything serious or
nractical to offer. It's a Negro movement, and we whites can choose to
be with it or not as we will. There isn't any middle ground, any more;
we can delude ourselves, that: we can sit back and let them.handle.it,.
but the only effect that has is to help those who are. actively fighting
them. It's not. the way it. used to be, when Negroes themselves were not
very interested in fighting for their rights and some liberals goodheartedly attempted to do it for them.
■
...

Nowadays Negroes are leading the movement themselves, and I'm not sure
all the rest of us like that.
. .
; ■
■-... --Pete Graham
.,
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I wish Mike would look at one or two of these films in' depth, ..or per
haps the films of one director. Antonioni, for example^ interests, me;
I had the fortune of seeing an J'art" theatre showing .of.an earlier .
movie of his, “lie Amiche". It was entirely in Italian with no. sub-ci
ties, since it had not been released here. An attempt, was made with
some success to tape-record a running commentary, and a mimeographed
I svnopsis was distributed beforehand.. At any rate , the beginnings.of
I what Antonioni was to do f.r. "h ’ Awentu^a" were present, is less dis-

tilled form. A fashion store operator begins to -find herself and almost
marries a young working-class guy, but at the end of the movie she
mains true’ th' her position (another anti-Hollywood ending). During tnecourse of all' this’she is moving in a decadent," thrill-seeking haut-r.
bourgeoisie.' but the depths are not as deep nor the contrasts between
the~~d ecad ent and discerning types as strong as in the later movie.

1

LARRY -McCOMBS
'
The problem of censorship is of exceeding interest
~^+7 BR.Ai.’LEY' STREET 'to- me as a teacher,'.-simply because it is a problem
NEW HAVEN. CONN/ ’ -I cannot avoid. The teacher must, as part of his
-----------duty, exercise at least a'passive censorship. That
is, he must order the students to read certain books, or to choose from
a list of books for which he- will give credit.. 'By leaving certain works .
off the list of "recommended'*: 0?? "accepted" reading, he is in a very . ? c
real sense exercising cinsorsh?pi The guiding of the student to good
books is partof his duty, but extreme censorship is not. Somewhere,he ■
must draw the line, The English teacher-may be willing to give,credit
for the reading of almdst any beck, :but-• should he give-'credit to a stu
dent who reads nothing bum hickey Spillane and,Grace Metalious? If not,
he is obviously' exercising. censorship... As a;science teacher,"I must re-?
commend to my students-certain-••worthwhile books, but tell them‘that
.
others are outdated of the work of : crackpots.. "
. • ;
■
"■
. ".r '
.. yin
' .
You may argue that this'
is hot censorship because they can read whatever they want 0uts3.de the .
school 'time. Possibly, but suppose that their-parents, and church lead-ers censor their portions of time with the Same argument?- (yit; ■would--.be
difficult to say whether or not simply informing • students that certain.y
books are outdated or written by crackpots constitutes censorship. You
’ are nqt ordering the students not to read such books, but merely ques
tioning their validity, if you ordered your students not to_read wean ' de Lamarck’s "Philpsouhie' zoologique," it would' be censorship/ bit if
■
you simply told them that' Lamarck .had been proven wrong- and ■-that his
y
writings Should be taken- with a grain of salt, would that also-be cen- ■
sorship?)) ■ ’ ' '
■•!...
- ■ •. '
'
■ • •' •■ '
' • • ■.
'
I don’t think.that most people can object too strongly to
,.
the sort of "positive" censorship I.'have :described' ;abdv6 ("the playing st
un of certain books and downgrading'of others) . The'censorship -that is
disliked isthat in' which"the actual' possession.or reading of a book is
made impossible. But I insist that there is no clear-cut-line between
these two. They shade into each other. Some cases are clearly one or,
the other, but most cases fall somewhere-in between^ Suppose-that we<
are all agreed that it is bad.to ban a book altogether. But what about
putting it under the cbunter and selling'it only to these who ask for.
it? What about hiding it in a poor, display area'and-giving it no publi
city? What about giving it 'negative"publicity and scorning its purchas
ers or readers? All of these are effective forms of action against a
book, but none of them are really censorship...or are they?
.
... . .
............
■
■’
Your - ideas
about organizing classes on intelligence are being carried out in vari-;
Ous- forms in many public high, schools ton ay.. lor .instance,.- North ilayen .
High School/ a few miles from here, has divided .its -student body? into.
:
four "tracks" or- groups. One. for- advanced college prep,; one for. no,.-.-mal;
college-prep, one for'normal non-college-prep., and one. for slow:-learn-,
•ers and retarded readerb', A student is put: into a. particular •.•track when
he arrives in high school, his placement being, -.based .upon reports. by? ■
his junior high school, teachers and his standingyonrvarious; .ces-yu.-The, curses which he may take ir.'high school, 'his privileges and. dunes
’

■
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within the school organization, and his companions in classes are de
termined by the track he belongs to. Thus, a student in the ad.anc
track will have a. special speeded-up series of courses throughout h's
high school career;’he will be in classes with other high-intelligence
students; he will be given more freedom to participate in extra-curri
cular activitj.es whicn will take away irom school time, ana to _u,.-a'e
classes to go to the library, etc,
,
Many schools oppose this sort of
plan because they feel that it is good for a super-intelligent child to
associate with, non-ccllege-bound students, and vice versa, They feel
that the peculiar advantage of an American public high school is :.us
democratic nature, and that the track system fosters a new sort o±
class snobbery. They also point out that the track system.makes no pro
vision for the common case of a student who is brilliant in English and
history, but a veritable dimwit in mathematics and science.
A typical
compromise, plan is that.offered at Oak Park High School (Illinois)
.
where I'll be teaching next year, Advanced, .normal, and .retarded, clas
ses are offered in each sub'idot. The students1 position in each class
is determined by the recommendation or his guidance counselor and his
grades in previous courses in the same subject. Tnus one student might
be in an advanced section in chemistry and calculus, .but in a normal
English class and a slow history,class, though such a wide spread of a
bility would be unusual. This system, is much more.flexible to., the. indi
vidual students' needs and interests." Its .chief disadvantage is that it
involves ah incredible amount of administrative work to schedule clas
ses and keep track of each student's needs and progress. Oak Park has a.
staff of counselors.considerably larger than the average school of its
size, and uses a. battery of IBM machines to handle the complex book.
work.
.
This sort of system is now in effect in nearly every high school,
large enough to make it feasible. However, if only twenty students.are
taking chemistry in a small high school, it is economically.impossible.
for the school to divide that group into sections by intelligence. In
his recent report on American high schools, Conant points out that we
have 73.9% of our high schools, who have graduating classes of less than
100 students. These schools are simply too small to offer adequate mo
dern urograms, and Conant considers tne consolidation of these, small
schools into larger efficient units to be our first and most important .
task in improving our secondary education.
■
.
'
The. complete, absence of
grades or other age groupings is unworkable in our high schools or
other public schools, simply because it requires a ratio between pupils
and teachers that we cannot begin to meet today. You. propose classes oi
ten or twelve students. Even that is a bit high if the teacher is to adapt the course to the individual learning rate of each pupil.But we .
can't get enough teachers today to keep up with our present ratio of
one teacher to 35 or
. pupus I. Before you- can put your scheme into ef.feet, you're going to have to improve the salaries and social status of
teachers to the point where a sizathe percent of our young people will
seek teaching careers.
.
..
I venture to disagree with you on the discussion
of religion in the school., I. think that the banning of all discussion
of religion is just as stupid and narrow-mimed. as tne banning of^ sex.
Religious beliefs are. an important part of life, and not a part which
can be segmented off from the rest of life and ignored, mere...is no ex
cuse for a teacher trying t-o Indoctrinate her class wi.-h one. pa.- Gj-cular
•
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religion, or allowing her students to fight and squabble over,doctrinal
details they don’t understand'., .Rut the public school is certainly tne
place for children to learn in a fair and impartial way what Catholics,
Protestants, Unitarians, Christian .Scientists, BuddhistsHindus ? evi
believe. They should be encouraged to discuss their own experiences and
beliefs, end to listen with resnect to others. Inevitably, however, cne
teacher must deal with fuggheaded parents who will not only-undo anyy
good1 .he’ s accomplished,, but. set upon him at PTA meetings and compia.i.nto his superiors. ((I certainly-;agree that ”the ..public school is oextainly the place for children-to. learn'in a fair ana impartial way wnat
(people, of various religions)c believe," .but do you really .think that ••
this is accomplished, or that it is .even possible? As RoceruGprdis^has
earlier pointed, out, there are imposing problems, corine ctea wi.th -to-y
.'sort of teaching about religions how to confine it to ‘'teaching about
religion" rather than "teaching, of. religion"-y what to do about tne mi
nority. groups which must inevitably be ignored; and now to convince the
parents that their offspring- -ought to, study, ’’foreign^ reli^ons^ It nas
always ..been my- belief' that religious- teaching in tne. public.-, schpM.3,.
should thoroughly ...explore .-.a.11-religions or'none at all, and 1 am con
vinced-that the .’former is -practically impossible. .>) ,
n
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ment onvsex educationOur culture, has. the g.odawfulest two-faced act!-,
tude towards sex imaginable..,Little girls quickly. learn t°'.wear .fancy
■dresses and padded bras,in order .tc attract, the little boys, ouhufte. ;
movies, booksand other sources all-mysteriously oiank out afcer ehe
kisses and mild petting,,. The. rest of .sex is. learned from wasnroom aiscussions, nornog.rar.hy, or somehow disgusting backspat ..sessions in une
drive-in theatre■« The frustrating thing is that
of Americans will
agree with you- that sex -is- npt,evil, that it..is a .normal .fine function
of the human body, and that puritanical prudishnest is. cerriole. But if
they find out that you’ve been explaining to their 1fttie girl whau ner
vagina is fory they’ll have you fired beiore you know hie you.

think that physical-education and home economics are dispensable
1
frills. In this day and age, when sruaents go home from bchoo.j_ and
: plonk 'down in front of the-"glass. ti c" .for the: rest...of tne evening,
they need to be forced •; to - get. some physical exercise-, A sizable per
centage of them simply won’ t-bother to, get it dutsiae of school.,Tney
Should., yes ,. but they don’t.., And it doe.sn t do. a ,hell of a. Io -u ,ci good
to give a kid a fine mind, if it ’ s stored, in a body; that .demands-.-haiiof his time: attending, to its ill health. And please don t forget that
not all students .are. interested or,able to. attend college.. £or many
bbys, training in a useful, skill will hake a, rar better man- t,nan would
■ an equal amount of. -time -sweating . over math'or science, whicn;-wi-xl be
forgotten as soon as they get .out of school, and ger .a job in a ^factory.
Likewise, for many girls,, home economics provides..thg, on.i.y. sorv. o.i
training which will be of any value af ter .school.'.pri'ne attraction, of
television for children is rather overestimateq-, - it seems, tome, 1 can
sneak only for this neighborhood, of course,, Lit laere television is
purely a - winter -pastime-. Immediately af’cer ..Laster, the, base-jail- season
(insofar as the kids of Meridene Drive are coneerr^eq). begins, ana .here
are ’games on- the vacant lot. across the street .pi-'acti031^ every day un
til October. Of course, these kids may be glued oo the pz, screens ail
morning (though! doubt it), but a three-hour J.o.ng .baseball'; game, play
ed -so ’shoddily -: in the field that nearly .every hi o is , an in:<cne-pa?K ,
■ wne-run,.-certainly furnishes sufficient dairy exercise.-tJ
__ „
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of CORE demonstrators to fight back is an exceedingly practical matter,
but not primarily in the way you point out (uselessness.of fighting
overwhelming force). It is practical because it is precisely this re
fusal to fight back which makes them morally superior to their oppo
nents. You are impressed by the case of Mr, Hansen because he allowed
himself to be beaten without raising a hand in self-defense, then was
arrested for disorderly conduct. Dozens of other people will have heard
the same story and will have been equally impressed. Without an out
right lie, it will be impossible for the press to tell that story in a
manner unfavorable to Mr. Hansen.. No pictures could be taken to make
him look like a rioter. Compare this with the situation in the San
.'
Francisco HUAC riots. According to Donaho’s accounts, the majority of
the students did not do anything violent. Many of them, were beaten
while they kept their hands in their pockets. Yet, ha few fought oack.
The result is that the newspapers and the HUAC were able to show pho
tos of those few fighting back and suppress the rest, and.make a fairly
convincing case for a brutal student riot. Just a few flying fists un
did at least 5'0^ of the good accomplished by the demonstration.
.
.
'
You
must realize that the tactics of passive resistance are based upon a
simple principle; some evil is being performed but.it is such a slight
evil that people don’t notice it,. so we shall act in such a way that
the evil-doers must either change' their actions or perform :.evils so.
monstrous that others will notice and stop them. So being beaten while
unresisting, and.serving long jail sentences for minor offenses with
out seeking ..release are necessary parts of the tactics of passive re
sistance. It is. truly amazing to me that the. idea of passive resistance
has proved as effective as it has. It was originally, worked cut theo
retically by a strange ..hermit in Concord, Massachusetts. He tried out
his ideas on some personal;disputes with local authorities over taxes
and the sheltering of a runaway slave.' He recorded his ideas and ex
periences in an essay called "On Civil Disobedience." Nearly a century
later, a quiet saintly Indian man read the essay and began, to put the
ideas to work in his fight for Indian independence. Gandhi put all ofThoreau’s theories, into practice, and added some touches of his own. He
succeeded. Then the idea returned to America,, and chiefly under.the.
guidance^of a soft-spoken Negro minister named Martin Luther. King,.it
has been responsible.for,a vast upheaval in the traditionally stolid
South..
■
.
.
.
No, Ted, non-violent action is not just a sidelight of the aC- .
tions of CORE. It is the vital ingredient which has allowed CORE to domore in a few years than the NAACP. accomplished in decades. Far from
being unrealistic, civil disobedience and non-violence, have accomplish
ed miracles in our times.
The best data I’ve been able to obtain, seems
generally to agree with Redd Boggs’ figures on radiation. But I don’t
think we really know yet whether a dose of one roentgen per day for
500 days will really be as had or anywhere nearly as bad as the. same
$00 r. dose in. a single day. There: just hasn’t been much _ experimenta
tion on the effects of radiation on humans over long periods. Certain
ly physiological damage should be much less. Damaged cells can be re
placed if they are only damaged a few at a time, whereas a massive- dose
of radiation will damage more cells than the body can repair at once.
Genetic effects are largely -a -mystery as yet.
_
Sorry, Dave Locke, but 1
think that the majority of authorities in radiation are agreed that its
effects on humans are more or less cumulative. Massive doses of radiaI!
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• tion produce illness'or death. It is now thought that smaller doses
produce effects remarkably similar to those of normal aging, and in
fact it has been strongly suggested that decrease in life-expectancy
can be measured in days per unit dose. This effect is obviously cumu
lative. Then, we must consider the effect on genetic tissue.. Two kinds
of damage are possible here--direct mutation of a germ cell, or damage
to the organs producing the cells so that all future sperm,or eggs are
faulty. If you damage one egg today or another next month, it isn't
too much different from damaging them both today. Effects of- this sort
are obviously not linearly cumulative, but, in effect , and in general
they are more or less cumulative.
,
I’d like to hear ..you cite your au
thorities. Mine include; Dr.'-David M, Bonner, Professor of Biology at
the' U. of Cal. in San Diego: ("Heredity,":Prentice-Hall-,.:. 1961/)’ and Dr.
Linus Pauling, Nobel laureate,.' Professor of Chemistry at Caltech ("No
More War" and numerous: articles and speeches). I’m sure I. can dig up
some more-if you like.
.
•
■
;
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.
:
.. ■
■
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'. Hooh boy, Ted, now you've done iti You’ve step
ped right into my own field and made some love authoritative statements
and hew I can quibble over details...I am referring to your .remarks to
Kris Carey about dinosaurs. Kris was certainly way the hell -off his
facts, but I don't-think'that yours are quite, as precise or -accurate
as you have implied. -First-, it should be remembered that all of these
age-dating figures-are very rough, and as yet pretty much unconfirmed,
and subject to "'constant revision. : However, uncording to Dunbar ("His
torical Geology," 1960), the dinosaurs did not die out "during the Cre
taceous”, but were numerous throughout that period .and were one of the
many races to disappear du??ing the interval between the Mesozoic and
■
Cenozoic eras. This'means. that they existed until only .about 70 million
years ago, which gives them a maximum span of existence of some 135
million years. ((-Well, perhaps it is you who have, stepped, into my
‘
field. The theory that the dinosaurs became.extinct "in- the-Cretaceous"
(i.e. , toward the end of - the Mesozoic) issupported, by .several scien
tists whose names might carry slightly dore..weight. than•;mine, among
them; Dr. George Gamow (Professor.of Physics, George Washington Univer
sity) in "Biography of the ..Earth'.' page 1.73,. paragraph 2? Dr. Ashley
Montagu (former Chairman of’ the- Dept, of .Anthropology at .Rutgers) in
"Mahr His First Million Years," page 2k-,■ ; chart:? Dr-, Julian Huxley (for
mer Director General of UNESCO) in ’’Evolution in Action,". pages 68-69?
Dr. Garrett Hardin (Professor of Biology,.U..of Cal. at Goleta) in "Na
ture and Man's Fate," page 275, paragraph 1 .-)■)_Thetheory that they
'
were hampered’by their great size and had to live.-in swamps , to support
their weight by water has been pretty thoroughly exploded■by.the find
ing of . many remains in non-swamplike sites; And certainly, the. simple
theory that recedirig' seas: caused their decline is not adequate. During
this period'between eras dozens of life forms.-disappearpd-, ..and other
dozens of new ones came into being, Many sea creatures a±.s.o diea out at
this time, the ammonites, bolemriit.es,. • and the reef-forming clams (rudi
stids) being prominent examples. Ho simple -theory' has. yet been advanced
that accounts-''for -all the changes which occured.- (-(-You are- right, of
course, that I shouldn’t have presented: that, theory, as fact,,- but it
has always seemed to me to be the most likely.- There ane-qs many vary
ing theories on this matter as there are scientists to propound them.
There are points to be made against tha'O theory.,: but: where are points
to be made against any or all of the others as well. I’m open bo argu
ment, but I imagine I’ve thoroughly'covered .most of -the competing the
ories and found' them less workable for one reason or another. Actually,

"

I suspect that the real answer to the extinction of the dinosaurs 2.. a
combination of two or more of these theories, each being but a -onbutory factor. No single factor seems quite important enough to m
done the job in Itself.»
the UQe of the Laramide Revolution,

a period of maximal continental area and active mountain bulaains.Cut
don't let this give you pictures like those Disney drew
mountains arising amidst volcanic smoke and steam,while ^inosau^^- right and left. We are now living in a period of maximal -x. ?ren
and Southern California is in.one of the most active mc^n-a^
building phases known throughout geological history. Any ury^ n, l
water bodies or dying of food supplies occured over many
dinosaurs, and simple massiveness dees noV explain fully ^®yf^rable
ty to adapt or move to more favorable areas. (Wov-ingto more 1 avoiau
areas isn’t, as you know,, a particularly simple procedure. Is
vrnqqihlp Cor even nrobable) that: dinosaurs moving inuo more law.-a a.
l?:isbSeoSt"S 18e iSras already particularly Utefl tathose are-.
ani drastic change may.

:?r:n»:hth:uch°a“

.

have been’posslbie on the basis of the two conditions we are discussing

e^di«5nsS^tIve°S

$

r * anv siiele condJ tion. Besides, as a species/genera ages,
it oe
tnan any sii.-gie^coraj
,
and the more specialized a
comes more, specialized as a genora.. ru^e, uuu
j-n Banzes
creature becomes, the more difficult it
^for^it to adapt to c ange ,
no matter how slowly these'changes may occur. vAA.In sp re ol Jnx
comment that dinosaurs are my "special diversion,
I -eel sligi d
;
comfortable arguing the matter with a scientist, and I hope my comment
above are reasonably clear to you.})
really gQt to feeling bad
about abuses of our freedoms, go read.the transcripts of some of the
hearings of the Senate Internal Security Suocommiutee or the
.
These will make your bloc.d boil and ycur^scaip craw..
conclusion
I see it was .nicely summed up by Harvey xalven J ., T^nits paulina
nf an article on the Senate committee’s grilling of L^nY-s t’auiiri.,
.
(nc^g^esslona? Testing of Linus Lauling," M-lalin of the Atomic Sci

entists, December I960 and January .96 0.

a .tM.n

line separates the ludicrous from the sinister as we go ^rough the
henrings Undoubtedly to some the whole enterprise will app _ ..
H
ept toStake seriously, and certainly Mr’I1Z tn exhpaith and vigor. Maybe it is not serious. But it is, al .er_ an, an a
SSsion of the official climate of opinion, of the official
Up fair use of government power m the United State., ,n me yea
9
■
UUnd it no+ cults sufficient comfort that, under tne existing
tSrcumSees, w« are protected from the Committee's malice only by its

I

incompetence."

-

FANDOM’S MONTHLY LETTEBZIH3-Because the mail box on the porch
KIPPLE —------ —
very high and difficult to
rpach three mailmen suffered pulled muscles:and ruptures this month,
■and they teve taken to leaving the stacks of mail on ths front lawn I
failed in my attempts to explain that 1 merely had a■greau numuer of
f Iterat^friends/and that we were not engaged In sabotage activities
against the United States Post Office. The great number of xeimeis 01

comment which arrived this month, caused many interesting ones to be^
left out even though 31 pages are devoted to "A Song of Sixpence”. T
influx of letters also caused late-arriving letters such as Larry Mr
Combs’ to be edited viciously to the bare bones. At any rate, I also
heard from: Dave Locke, whose letter was one of the extremely interest
ing ones which’"was"Teft out. Dave said too many things to boil down in
this column, but. I may print his letter next issue. F«M. ,§usb.y pointed^
out that the prozines assist world conventions considerably' more vhan I
thought. Dick Bergeron sends a copy of Liglrthcuse #3, reducing my list
of wanted’ fanzines" by one. Mark Owings subscribes for Donald Hobbs,
another of Baltimore’s young generation of fans. Dick Schultz liked the
parody. Les Diren.berg protests my one-for-one trade policy, saying "I
prefer to trade all-for-all because. I feel that just as much wotk goes
into one of my zines as goes'into four issues' of nipple , ” I'm willing
to take Les' word for that, because there isn't any way to find out if
that statement is. true--you ..certainly can't tell by reading.one oi his
fanzines... Pete .Graham.says it would be more fun satirizing me if I
had a sense-of;humorTWhat .do youmiean? Take that back you fugghead, or
• I'll run you out of fandemi.' ..Gary Deinf orfer promised a-'’letter. of com
ment on #22, but I.haven't 'gotten" it"yet. Bruce Pelz subscribes:
. does Mike Domina, Thanks also to; Don Thompson, Tom Al’fflW'.ead, ,§t
:Schultheis and. Lenny. Kaye j Lbftus Becker and Larry Williams .will
nitely"appearnext 'issue.
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"We have no figures on the number of women in Athens,.as
. .
considered worth, counting.” .
.
.
:
—George Spencer

